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 ABSTRACT 
 
Qurnia Wiyasa Nugrahaeni. 2016. A Descriptive Analysis of Students’ English Learning 
Styles (A Case Study at Junior High Students of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
in Second Semester of Academic Year 2015/2016). Thesis. The Islamic Education and 
Teacher Training Faculty. IAIN Surakarta. 
 
Advisor : Rochmat Budi Santoso, M.Pd. 
 
 
 
Key words : learning style, factors, homeschooling 
 
 
All of students have different way or style in learning something. It is also occur in 
Junior High students of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. It is interest to analyze 
about students’ learning style especially in English lesson. From this case, the researcher try 
to find some aspects of students’ English learning style such as how is the students’ English 
learning style, the internal factors of students’ English learning style, the external factors of 
students’ English learning style and the dominant learning style of each class. 
 
The researcher uses the descriptive qualitative research. It is part of qualitative research. 
The researcher takes some data from observation, interview, questionnaire and document 
analysis. The researcher considers the event, informant and document as the source of the 
research. In drawing conclusion, the researcher analyzes the research findings with the 
relevant theories. 
 
The researcher finds the answer of the research problems such as the students’ English 
learning style, the internal factors, the external factors and the dominant learning style. There 
are some style such as visual, auditory, kinesthetic and multiple sensory (audio-kinesthetic). 
The internal factors are psychology aspects and physiology aspects. The external factors are 
social environment aspects and non-social environment aspects. The dominant learning style 
in seventh grade class is visual style. In eighth grade class is visual class. The ninth grade 
class is visual and kinesthetic class. 
  
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of Study 
English can be learned by everyone. Students or learners are able to learn English 
in everywhere and every time. They can learn English in formal school, in home with 
parents, course, workshop, with friends, in lunch time or free time and more. English can 
be learned not only in a formal school but also in a home (home education). The home 
educations can be formulated in the homeschooling form. 
Especially in Solo there are some homeschooling, one of them is 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. On the pre-research, Miss Heny as the 
personnel manager of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” said that every child 
may choose where they will study. The personnel manager also said that parents have 
responsibility about the education of their children because school only facilitates the 
learning process. Basically, homeschooling also need recognition from government for 
their alumnus. Therefore “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” tries to give 
facilities, such as educational certificate in each level for equal admission with other 
school, permission or license from the State Department of Education (Depdiknas) or 
government, tutor who helps the parents in learning process, till the support facilities such 
as student books, projector, classroom, etc. 
 
Based on pre-research, before learning process the students should do some test 
for prerequisite, such as trial test, trial test is endeavor time for students to know they are 
comfortable with the learning process and the facilities or not. Psychology test is to know 
the student characteristic and the talent, answer questionnaire is to know the students 
attitude or style when they study, also the way of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO 
SOLO” to identify each student. Each student has different and unique way or style to 
learn especially English. It means that learning style is the way of every people to learn or 
study that is perceived well by themselves. They learn English by listening music, 
reading novel or text, playing game or trying to speak in English with friends and etc. 
When the people feel they have the best way, they will try to dig deeper and 
choose it for learning the material. Dunn and Dunn (in Association for Psychological 
Science 2009: 107) stated that learning style is the way in which each learner begins to 
concentrate on, process, absorb, and retain new and difficult information. The interaction 
of these elements occurs differently in everyone. Miss Heny as the personnel manager 
said that students learning style is important and more emphasized in homeschooling. In 
addition, learning style is influenced by a lot of factors. 
William Stern (in Yayang: 2011) stated that there are internal and external factors. 
The internal factors are divided into two psychology and physiology such as intelligence, 
attitude, aptitude, motivation students’ interest and health condition. The external factors 
are also divided into two social environment and non-social environment such as family, 
friends, the tutor, light, temperature, noise and design. Every factor has different 
complexity to be observed. For knowing the factor, the researcher should has some ways 
and personal approaches to recognize the students’ characteristic. 
Therefore, before learning process the tutors have to understand about the learning 
style of each student. They will face difficulties to understand what the students want in 
learning if they do not know about it. Based on the topic above, the researcher conducts 
this research with the title: A Descriptive Analysis of Students’ English Learning Styles (A 
Case Study at Junior High Students of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” in 
Second Semester of Academic Year 2015/2016). 
 
B. Identification of Problem 
This research focuses on investigating the students’ English learning styles of 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. The researcher did pre-research to get 
information about the students English learning styles, before conduct the research. In the 
observation, the researcher interviewed the personnel manager about the English learning 
style of the students. The students have difficulties to understand or to choose their own 
learning style that is one of problems that faced by students. The primary, the researcher 
tries to investigate and analyze about students English learning styles and the factors of it. 
The students learning styles can change depend on a lot of factors. It can be 
internal factors or external factors. “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” provide 
modification curriculum for students who have physical, psychological or learning 
disabilities caused by some factors. The researcher also asked about how the way of 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” for knowing the characteristic and learning 
style of the students as addition information. Based on pre-research, they have some tests 
for prerequisite to dig the characteristic or style of each student in learning. The tests are 
trial test, psychology test and questionnaire test as explained before in background study.  
They also make ‘the parents meeting’ and ‘parents and students counseling’ in per 
semester activities, because parents have to know and understand about their children’s 
progress. As the counselor of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” said that parents 
have responsibility about the education of their children, school only facilitates the 
learning process. The conclusion according to pre-research, the problems that can be 
identified are: 
1. The students’ English learning style, there are a lot of styles in learning one of them 
is sensory learning style (auditory, visual and kinesthetic). 
2. The factors of students’ English learning style, there are internal and external factors 
that influence the English learning style of the students. 
3. The dominant style of students’ English learning style, in each class has a lot of 
learning style and every student has different way. Even if like that, in each class of 
course has dominant learning style. 
4. The management of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, the management of 
each institution or school with other has distinction, likewise to investigate and 
identify the students’ learning style. 
 
C. Limitation of Problem 
There are some aspects that could analyze in the research activities, so to avoid 
the discussion in the large scope. This research will be limited by two things: 1) object 
limitation and 2) subject limitation 
1. Object Limitation 
English learning style is used to make students or teachers know more about their or 
their student’s styles when they study English. It also makes the study or learning 
activity easier and suitable with them. The teacher knows about the internal and 
external factors that influence in their students learning style. By knowing and 
realizing the learning styles, the expected English scores of the students are good. 
When they know and realize about it their learning process becomes easier and 
effective.  
2. Subject Limitation 
The researcher conducts the research in “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. 
Homeschooler or homeschooling student is interesting to analyze, because this is 
extraordinary institution.  
Homeschooling has specific way or method or technique to teach their students in 
teaching learning activity which are suitable with their students’ learning style 
especially in English material. They never force their students to study with their 
method or give them specific time. Here, students more freely to study anything with 
their way and anytime they want. 
 
D. Research Problems 
1. How is English learning style of junior high level students at “HOMESCHOOLING 
KAK SETO SOLO”? 
2. What are the internal factors that influence the students’ English learning style of 
junior high level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”? 
3. What are the external factors that influence the students’ English learning style of 
junior high level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”? 
4. What is the students’ English learning style that is more dominant in each class of 
junior high level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”? 
 
E. Objectivities of Study 
1. To describe the English learning style of junior high level students at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. 
2. To know the internal factors that influence the students’ English learning style of 
junior high level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”.  
3. To know the external factors that influence the students’ English learning style of 
junior high level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”.  
4. To know the students’ English learning style that is more dominant in each class of 
junior high level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. 
 
F. Significance of the research 
1. Theoretically 
The researcher has some purposes from this study. The purposes from this research are 
to know the English learning style and to analyze the factors that influence the English 
learning style of the students. It is beneficial for developing theories of learning style. 
It can be useful for educational world because to discover the students’ English ability, 
knowledge about learning style also one of important ways. 
 2. Practically 
There are many functions from this research, such as: 
a. For the management of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
The management of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” can give some 
facility to help the development of their student English ability. The people can be 
interested so the expectation is they will sign-up their child to study in 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” after read the result study. 
b. For teacher or tutor 
It is useful to add the various kind of method or technique for students that each 
others have different learning style in their teaching learning activities, especially 
for English teacher or tutor. 
c. For parents 
They will know and understand about their child’s learning style especially in 
English. They can give the chance for their child to learn English and they will be 
proud when their child can use English well and has good communication with 
each other. 
d. For students 
Their English score will become pleasing and have good achievement when they 
use their own way to learn. 
 G. Definition of key terms 
1. Learning Style, David Kolb (in Indriana 2011: 110) showed that learning styles could 
be seen on a continuum running from: 
a. Concrete experience: being involved in a new experience. 
b. Reflective observation: watching others or developing observations about own 
experience. 
c. Abstract conceptualization: creating theories to explain observations. 
d. Active experimentation: using theories to solve problems and make decisions. 
2. Ella from Depdiknas (in Putra 2013: 246) stated that homeschooling is education 
process in consciously, regularly, directly that is undertaken by parents or family and 
teaching learning process in conducive situation. Homeschooling is believed able to 
facilitate students for improving their talent or potential. 
 
  
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Learning 
In the learning theory, the researcher takes from Brown’s book and the other experts’ 
theories in his book. Mr. Brown is one of the experts that studies about linguistic. 
Brown not only studies about linguistic but also the language teaching learning. 
a. The Notion of Learning 
Learning is a need of every people likewise daily necessities. People need to 
learn in order to get knowledge they want. Besides that, they learn for defending 
their continuance life. Learning is also the important component in education. It 
means that the success or the failure in reaching the goal of education depend on the 
learning process of students. 
Slavin (in Brown 2007: 7) stated that learning is getting knowledge by 
study, experience or instruction, the knowledge is about a subject or skill. It means 
that learning occur in purposely and consciously. Learning has purpose or the goal, 
it depend on each individual. The example, someone learn to know the steps of 
making something, they learn to deepen their knowledge which has been gotten in 
previous level or they learn to understand a new material, subject or skill. Slavin (in 
Brown 2007: 7) also stated that learning is an experience changes an individual 
either the mindset or behavior. 
By learning, someone more understand about the knowledge and apply it in 
his or her life. When someone always make evaluation toward his or her self after 
get a new lesson, it can change his or her behavior. Brown (2007: 8) stated that the 
breaking down the components of the definition of learning; with language as 
domains of research and inquiry: 
1) Learning is acquisition or getting. 
2) Learning is retention of information or skill. 
3) Retention implies storage systems, memory, and cognitive organization. 
4) Learning involves active, conscious focus on and acting upon events outside or 
inside the organism. 
5) Learning is relatively permanent but subject to forgetting. 
6) Learning involves some form of practice, perhaps reinforced practice. 
7) Learning is a change in behavior. 
From the seven components can be explained that learning is getting, 
procuring or gaining something by consciously. Learning is also retention of 
information which is kept relatively permanent in memory or cognitive 
organization. Learning involves practice so that knowledge does not disappear 
easily. Practice can be signified as experience. Learning is the process of 
assimilating information with a resultant change in behavior. Pritchard (2008: 2) 
stated that learning is the individual process of constructing understanding based on 
experience from a wide range of sources. It can be concluded that learning is 
getting knowledge by study or experience of a subject or skill purposely and 
consciously that can change the behavior. 
b. Language Learning 
Every human has a language to communicate. There is verbal and non 
verbal language. By language, human make interaction with other. Language is also 
part of culture. Language results a culture and culture also results a language, both 
of them cannot be separated.  
The definition of language yields the following composite definition 
(Brown, 2007: 6): 
1) Language is systematic. 
2) Language is a set of arbitrary symbols. 
3) Those symbols are primarily vocal, but may also be visual. 
4) The symbols have conventionalized meanings to which they refer. 
5) Language is used for communication. 
6) Language operates in a speech community or culture. 
7) Language is essentially human, although possibly not limited to humans. 
8) Language is acquired by all people in much the same way; language and 
language learning both have universal characteristics. 
 
From the composite definition, it can be concluded that language is a set of 
arbitrary symbols systematically that is used for communication and speech 
community and all people acquire language from the same way. Language learning 
is a product of formal learning; it comprises a conscious process which results in 
conscious knowledge about the language. Stevick (in Fauziati 2009: 49) learning, 
particularly language learning, is an emotional experience, and the feelings that the 
learning process evokes will have a crucial bearing on the success or failure of the 
learning. Language learning is a conscious process of internalizing linguistic 
system and rules, which results either from overt teaching or a self-study of 
linguistic rules (Fauziati, 2009: 78). It can be concluded that language learning is a 
conscious process and an emotional experience which results in conscious 
knowledge about language and all of the rules. 
Acquisition and learning are different thing. Acquisition can be defined as 
getting knowledge of subject by unconscious while learning is getting knowledge 
of something by formal study consciously, likewise getting knowledge of language. 
The distinction between Language Acquisition (LA) and Language Learning (LL) 
based on Krashen theory (in Fauziati, 2009: 80) are: 
1) Acquisition is the subconscious process generally used by children to develop 
their first language whereas learning is a conscious process which results in a 
separate system of simple grammar rules. 
2) Acquisition in formal teaching does not help but learning is helped by formal 
teaching. 
3) The acquired system serves as the major source for initiating both the 
comprehension and production of utterances whereas the knowledge of learning 
is explicit knowledge that used to control the processing of utterances. 
2. Learning Style 
In this learning style theory, the researcher takes some theories from Fauziati’s book. 
Mrs. Fauziati is an Indonesian expert that studies about linguistic along with the 
teaching learning of it especially English. Mrs. Fauziati is not English native speaker 
so the language that she uses is easier for having study. 
a. The Notion of Learning Style 
Understanding learners’ characteristics is very important in foreign language 
teaching to determine how fast or how well the learners are likely for mastering the 
foreign language. A learning style is each person’s preferred way of learning. Every 
person has different way for learning something. As Nunan (in Fauziati 2010: 133) 
said that learning style is any individual’s preferred ways of going about learning. 
Pritchard (2008: 41) learning style is defined variously as: 
1) A particular way in which an individual learns; 
2) A mode of learning – an individual’s preferred or best manner(s) in which to 
think, process information and demonstrate learning; 
3) An individual’s preferred means of acquiring knowledge and skills; 
4) Habits, strategies, or regular mental behaviors concerning learning, particularly 
deliberate educational learning that an individual displays. 
From the various definitions, it can be concluded that learning style is a way 
of individual in learning. They preferred way for best approach in every process of 
getting information. Every learning style has strategies and learning style is 
different from learning strategies. The distinction between learning styles and 
learning strategies, based on Oxford (in Fauziati 2010: 133-134) that leaning styles 
are the general approaches or patterns of learning that apply to learner as an 
individual. Learning strategies are specific methods, actions, behaviors, steps, or 
techniques that a learners use for approaching a particular problem or task.  
Learning styles are relatively stable; teachers may not have a direct 
influence on this variable whereas learning strategy tends to be less stable. When 
the learners are practicing their strategies they will know and understand their 
learning style. Students can identify their preferred learning styles and stretch those 
styles by examining and practicing various learning strategies (Reid in Fauziati 
2010: 133). It can be concluded that learning style is each person’s preferred way of 
learning and it is relatively stable. 
b. Classification of Learning Styles 
Based on Reid (in Fauziati 2010: 134), summaries these ideas by proposing 
three major learning styles: cognitive (field-independent or dependent learning 
style, analytic or global learning styles and relative or impulsive learning style), 
sensory (auditory, visual, kinesthetic, and multi-sensory), personality (extroversion 
or introversion, tolerance of ambiguity, left and right brain functioning). Here, the 
following elaborates about the three major learning styles: 
1) Cognitive Learning Styles 
Reid (in Fauziati: 2010) cognitive styles deals with the mental process of 
information. The cognitive styles classified into three points: 
a) Field – independent/dependent learning styles 
b) Global or Holistic/Analytic Learning Styles 
c) Reflective/Impulsive Learning Styles. 
2) Sensory Learning Styles 
Based on Oxford (in Fauziati 2010: 136) sensory learning refers to the physical, 
perceptual learning channels with which a learner is most comfortable with. The 
sensory learning is classified into four major types: auditory, visual, kinesthetic, 
and multi – sensory learner. 
a) Auditory Learner 
An auditory learner learns best when information is presented audit-orally or 
through hearing things. This means that more the learner is able to hear the 
information; the easier it may be for the learner to learn the information. 
Auditory learners commonly have the following characteristics (Fauziati 
2010: 138): they have strong language skills, they have a well-developed 
vocabulary, they have the ability to follow spoken directions well, they like to 
read to self out loud, they are not afraid to speak in class, they like oral 
reports, they are good explaining, they remember names, they read slowly, 
they enjoy acting or being on stage and they are good in study groups.  
b) Visual leaner 
Visual learners are those who learn through seeing things. In the other words, 
they learn best when information is presented visually. This means that more 
of the learner is able to see the information; the easier it may be for that 
learner to learn the information. Visual learners commonly have the following 
characteristics (Fauziati 2010: 139): they are good at spelling but forget 
names, they need quiet study time, they have to think awhile before 
understanding lecture, they like colors and fashion, they dream in color, they 
understand and/or like charts, they are good with sign language, they are fast 
reader, they are great at seeing the big picture and they are good remembering 
faces but have a hard time remembering names. 
c) Tactile/Kinesthetic Learner 
Tactile/Kinesthetic learners are those who learn through experiencing/doing 
things. They learn best when the information is presented using touch and 
movement. This means that more the learners are able to touch, manipulate 
the materials used to present the information, or use their body movements; 
the easier it may be for them to learn the information. Kinesthetic learners 
commonly have the following characteristics (Fauziati 2010: 140): they are 
good at sports, they cannot sit still for long, they are not great at spelling, they 
do not have great handwriting, they like science lab, they study with loud 
music on, they like adventure books or movies, they like role playing, they 
break when studying and they are uneasy during lectures. 
d) Multi – Sensory Learner 
A multi sensory learner learns best when visual, auditory and 
tactile/kinesthetic presentation methods are all employed to learn a particular 
concept. This means that more the learner is able to see, hear, touch, and 
manipulate the materials used to present the information, and use his/her body 
movements; the easier it may be for that learner to learn the information. 
3) Personality Learning Styles 
Based on Fauziati (2010: 142), there are three major personality types significant 
in foreign language learning, namely: extroversion or introversion, tolerance or 
intolerance of ambiguity, and left or right brain functioning. 
a) Extroversion or Introversion 
b) Tolerance or Intolerance of Ambiguity 
c) Left and Right Brain Functioning 
c. The Internal and External Factors 
A learning style is very important and very determinative for anyone in doing 
lesson task while in home, in society especially in school. Anyone can learn easier when 
they find learning styles that are suitable for themselves. As a teacher, we have to 
understand each learning style of each student in order to be appropriate with our 
teaching style. Yayang (2011) stated if the teacher conscious that every student has 
different way in infiltrates and studies information; of course the teacher will teach with 
different various ways. In learning style, there are a lot of factors that influence the 
success and the failure in learning process. 
In convergences theory from William Stern (in Yayang: 2011), stated that self 
development is influenced by two big factors. There are internal factor (personality) and 
external factor (environment) where each individual has distinction. Both of the factors 
are influencing each other toward self development. Even though, the internal and 
external factors can become positive and negative factors make successful or failure in 
learning process. Rita Dunn (in Yayang: 2011), a learning style’s pioneer that found a 
lot of variables which influence the way of someone in learning, there are physical, 
psychological, sociological, environmental. For example, there are several people can 
learn well if brighter, there are some people enjoy to learn with discussion group, learn 
with listening music as the background, and else. 
There are two factors classified, the internal factors and external factors: 
1) Internal factor 
This factor comes from the students themselves. It is about the condition of them 
either physical or spiritual needs. Internal factors can be divided into two, physiology 
and psychology (Rita Dunn in Yayang: 2011). 
a) Physiology or physical need can influence the motivation and intensities in 
following the learning process. Physiology factor is the factors that related to 
human bodily. Physical need can influence the activity of learning. Health 
condition will give positive influence toward individual learning process. For 
example, Intake (high metabolic rates), provision is made for a limited number of 
snack times during scheduled classes (Taking Center Stage 2001: 139). Only 
healthful foods are provided in school vending machines. Good nutrition also 
influences the students learning. Weak physical condition will give negative 
influence. The students that often sick tending to have some difficulties to follow 
learning process. 
b) Psychology factor includes the intelligence, motivation, students’ interest, 
attitude and aptitude. 
(1) Multiple Intelligence 
Based on Fauziati (2009), multiple intelligences are including in the 
psychology factor that supporting or influencing the learning style. Multiple 
intelligences are considered as dominant factors in learning and the other 
factors as supporting factors. Gardner (in Fauziati: 2009) suggested that all 
individuals have personal intelligence profiles that consist of combinations 
of nine different intelligence types (linguistic, logical-mathematical, 
musical, bodily-kinesthetic, special-visual, interpersonal, and intrapersonal, 
natural intelligence and existential intelligence).  
Teachers are commonly aware of the fact that every classroom 
comprises of the students who are different from each other in many 
different ways such as social, economic, and cultural background. Each 
student also has different areas of interest, different ways of expressing 
themselves, different strengths and weaknesses. Teachers are supposedly 
aware of the fact that each student also has their own individual’s 
intelligence profile. And these factors can affect the student learning 
process. For this reason, Gardner’s theory could be used as in initial step in 
order to investigate the diversity which exists in every classroom, to find out 
more about students’ strengths and weaknesses as related to the learning 
process. 
However, it is also important to bear in mind that if there is a small 
group of students who have very different intelligence profile from the 
majority of students they must be given the chance to use their individual’s 
strengths at some points during the course (Gardner in Fauziati 2009). 
Multiple intelligences are used to identify or investigate students’ learning 
style. By knowing the intelligence, it evidenced that there is possibility the 
learning style can be investigated by intelligence.  
(2) Motivation students’ interest 
Teacher or tutor like an actor or actress in the learning process. The 
teacher can be a good teacher if he or she can make the learning situation or 
class condition to be friendly, comfortable, and healthy. Those situations are 
expected to increase students’ interest so they will have good motivation to 
learn more and they will have good achievement. 
Students’ interest not only builds from class condition but also from 
the method of the teacher or tutor. Having a lot of methods make the teacher 
increase their abilities in teaching and also make the students more interest 
with the material so the learning process more effective. Students’ interest 
will show the students’ learning style. When students just interest with one 
method and the achievement is good, it shows that they prefer the one of the 
teacher methods.    
(3) Attitude 
Attitude also include in the internal factor of learning. Attitude also 
important thing, with look at the students’ attitude we can understand their 
learning style. Even though, it is not easy because attitude cannot observe 
directly. The easy way that generally is used by researcher to know the 
attitude is ask directly to the students. 
(4) Aptitude 
Aptitude or gifted, every child have aptitude depend on their 
awareness with their aptitude or not. Tedjasaputra (in Putra 2013: 19) said 
that gifted is someone condition with education and exercise to reach ability, 
knowledge and specific skill. Gifted without education and exercise is never 
appear and become nothing. Aptitude will appear and become a talent if it 
always filed down with knowledge or exercise and directed in right way. 
Aptitude has important role in learning process because when the students 
have known about their aptitude they will choose their learning style that 
suitable with the aptitude.  
Aptitude is supported not only from the individual but also from society or 
people surround. Family, teacher, friends or school also give contribution in order 
to make the aptitude has significant progress. Selection educational programs also 
supported to investigate the student’s aptitude. 
2) Psychology Barrier 
 
3) External factors 
External factors also influence the learning process. This factor includes social 
environment and non-social environment (Rita Dunn in Yayang: 2011). 
a) The social environment  
The social environment such the staff of school and the classmate, the society and 
the surrounding that influence the students. Sociological stimuli, for example 
students are engaged in learning activities emphasizing independent work. They 
work in pairs and in small groups. Those who need special supervision by the 
teacher (e.g., vision-impaired, hearing-impaired, and emotionally troubled 
students) are seated near the front of the room or near the teacher’s desk. The first 
big contribution comes from the family. If the students have bad family or broken 
home because a lot of reason, it make several problems with their learning style or 
learning process. 
 
 b) The non-social environment  
The non-social environment factors such as the condition of school, its building, 
the tools of learning, the weather, etc. Even, according to research, time study 
which is used by students also influences the learning process and achievement. 
Some ways to adapt the environment to accommodate the learning styles of 
students are listed as follows (Taking Center Stage 2001: 139): 
(1) Noise. Students who prefer a quiet, relaxed work environment for 
independent study are provided with individual desks or carrels and are 
allowed to listen to soft music. Those students who wish total quiet are 
provided headphones without cords. 
(2) Light. Many students prefer to work with less light, particularly to avoid the 
glare of fluorescent lighting. Separate switches control several banks of lights 
in the classroom. Some banks have had all but one fluorescent tube removed. 
For those concerned about the effects of reduced lighting on students’ eyes, 
current research reveals that even when the light is reduced markedly, the 
eyes will not be injured. 
(3) Temperature. Mental work is done most effectively in a cool environment. 
Thermostats are set to 65 degrees. Students who prefer a warmer classroom 
are urged to wear sweaters, and those who prefer a cooler classroom are urged 
to wear layered clothing. 
(4) Design. The aesthetics of the learning environment can affect students’ 
perceptions about learning negatively or positively. A neat, clean, graffiti-free 
classroom is essential. The walls are painted in pleasing pastel colors, and 
wall decorations show the work of serious students. Evidence of work related 
to the content and performance standards is displayed prominently. 
(5) Perception centers. Instruction within the classroom or the instructional 
media center provides for auditory and tactile-kinesthetic learning modes, 
including access to listening centers and computers. 
 
3. Homeschooling 
a. The Notion of Homeschooling 
Sumardiono (2007: 4) stated that Homeschooling is an education model 
where the family chooses to be responsible in their child’s education and educates 
them by using home as basic education. The parents are responsible actively at the 
learning process. Basically, the first education for every child comes from their 
family especially from their parents. That is why the home-education or 
Homeschooling or un-schooling appears in public. Homeschooling is the education 
of children under the supervision of their parents within the home, apart from any 
campus-based school. 
Homeschooling, also known as home education, is the education of children 
inside the home, as opposed to in the formal settings of a public or private school. 
Home education is usually conducted by a parent or tutor come in student’s home. 
Ella (in Putra 2013: 246) homeschooling is education process in consciously, 
regularly and directly that is undertaken by parents or family. It means that every 
process in learning is undertaken by parents or family. The primary person is the 
parents who have responsibility in learning process and activity.  
Homeschooling is believed able to facilitate students for improving their 
talent or potential. Putra (2013: 246) homeschooling is alternative model learning 
beside in school, parents responsible thoroughly, learning is not always with 
parents as facilitator, the learning situation is conducive, the goal is in order to 
every students’ unique potential grow maximally. It can be concluded that the 
parents not always the facilitator, parent can choose helper tutor for teaching their 
children. 
b. The History of Homeschooling 
‘Homeschooling’ is the term commonly used in North America, whereas 
‘home education’ is more commonly used in the United Kingdom, elsewhere in 
Europe, and in many common wealth countries. Prior to the introduction of 
compulsory school attendance laws, most childhood education was impacted by the 
family or community. However, in developed countries, homeschooling in the 
modern sense is an alternative to attending public or private schools, and is a legal 
option for parents in many countries. Parents cite two main motivations for 
homeschooling their children: dissatisfaction with the local schools and the interest 
in increased involvement with (and greater control over) their children's learning 
and development. Homeschooling may also be a factor in the choice of parenting 
style. 
Homeschooling can be used as a form of supplemental education and as a 
way of helping children learn under specific circumstances. The term may also refer 
to instruction in the home under the supervision of correspondence schools or 
umbrella schools. In some places, an approved curriculum is legally required if 
children are homeschooled. A curriculum-free philosophy of homeschooling is 
sometimes called unschooling, a term coined in 1977 by American educator and 
author John Holt in his magazine Growing Without Schooling. 
1) The root of Homeschooling in America 
In the first time, homeschooling grew in America around 1960. That is 
triggered by John Caldwell Holt from his book “How Children Fail” (1964), 
there was discussion and debate about education and school’s system. Holt said 
that students’ academic failure is not caused by school’s system but caused by 
school’s existence (Sumardiono 2007: 20). The base thought of Holt that 
basically human is a learning creature and learning pleasant; we do not need 
showed how the way to learn. In the same time, in the end of 1960 and the 
beginning of 1970, Ray and Dorothy Moore did research about tendency of 
parents to take their child earlier (Early Childhood Education). 
Their main argumentation that bundle and emotional development that is 
made with parent at home in childhood very important and has consequence in 
long time period (Sumardiono 2007: 22). This process cannot exchange with 
formal school. Later on, homeschooling grow with a lot of reason. The 
homeschooling grow also triggered by dissatisfaction of education system in 
school. Homeschooling grow and provide as effective system. Homeschooling 
practitioner to be heterogeneous with a lot of reason choose homeschooling 
model. 
2) The root of Homeschooling in Indonesia 
In Indonesia, there is no special research that researches the root of 
Homeschooling yet. In the meaning of homeschooling according to America, 
was approximated homeschooling appearing around 1990 (Putra 2013: 250). 
Even though, if is looked from the concept of homeschooling, so homeschooling 
is not a new thing in Indonesia. One of homeschooling concepts is learning 
process does not occur in formal institution. This concept brings us to general 
concept of autodidact learning or independent learning. 
The public figures in the Indonesia’s history that take on autodidact 
learning are KH. Agus Salim, Ki Hajar Dewantara and Buya Hamka. In 
community level, the root of homeschooling can be investigated from education 
based religion such as pesantren or tradition community that takes on autodidact 
learning (Sumardiono 2007: 25). It can be concluded that homeschooling is not a 
new education model, it has been known but with different name in each 
religion, location or region.  
In 10th January 2007, that was signed collaboration agreement number: 
02/E/TR/2007 and number: 001/DK/AP/07 between Dirjen Pendidikan Luar 
Sekolah Depdiknas (PLS Depdiknas) with Asosiasi Sekolah Rumah dan 
Pendidikan Alternatif (ASAHPENA). That agreement was signed by Ace 
Suryadi, Ph.D and Dr. Seto Mulyadi (Putra 2013: 247). This agreement 
improves existence and confession of Homeschooling in Indonesia. In Indonesia, 
according to Ella Yulaelawati director of Depdiknas there are 1.000-1.500 
students of homeschooling. In Jakarta there are 600 students, the right amount of 
that students are not known exactly, but is approximated bigger than it 
(Sumardiono 2007: 27-28).  
Based on pre research, the researcher knows that every child can follow 
Homeschooling model. Homeschooling is not only for students who have a lot 
of disturbances but also for usual or normal students who want to learn in 
Homeschooling, it’s also permitted. The counselor of “HOMESCHOOLING 
KAK SETO SOLO” said that usually the parents who choose homeschooling are 
caused by the idealism of the parents that preference to develop the talent, the 
will and the needs from their children in learning. 
 
B. The Previous Related Study 
In this research has different study with other journal or research. This research 
explains more detail about the learning styles, the factors of it and the profile of 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. There are some previous studies that relate to 
this research: 
1. Latar Belakang dan Sikap Siswa Homeschooling terhadap Mata Pelajaran 
Matematika (Studi Kasus pada Homeschooling Kak Seto (HSKS) Solo) by Ika 
Rahmawati, Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta in 2012. The result of Ika’s 
thesis are: 
a. The background of parents whose their child learn at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK 
SETO SOLO” come from middle class that 95% having profession as an 
entrepreneur and a high education level. The reason why the parents choose 
homeschooling such as students activities in non-academic aspect, physical 
barriers, health disturbance, learning more flexible and dissatisfied with formal 
school system. 
b. The students able to appreciate the benefit of mathematic in daily life, independent 
and there is no difficulty in having social contact with social environment. 
The distinction between Ika’s thesis and this research is Ika’s thesis analyzed about 
background of the parents and the students attitude toward mathematic whereas this 
research analyzes about English learning style of the students and the factors of it. The 
similarity between Ika’s thesis and this research are the place for research equally in 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” and the research design equally use 
descriptive qualitative with case study approach. 
2. Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic Learning Styles and Their Impacts on English Language 
Teaching by Abbas Pourhossein Gilakjani, Islamic Azad University, Lahijan, Iran in 
2012. The result of Abbas’s research are: 
a. This study is an analysis of learning styles for Iranian EFL (English as Foreign 
Language) university students. Over 100 students completed a questionnaire to 
determine if their learning styles are auditory, visual or kinesthetic. The finding 
showed that the students’ Iranian EFL university preferred learning styles are 
visual. 
b. Discovering this learning style will allow the student to determine his or her own 
personal strengths and weaknesses and learn from them. Teachers can incorporate 
these learning styles in their curriculum activities so that students are able to 
succeed in their classes. The purpose of using learning styles is to find the best 
ways for both students to learn language effectively and teachers to teach 
efficiently. 
The distinction between Abbas’s thesis and this research is Abbas’s thesis analyzed 
about learning style and the impact in English language teaching whereas this research 
analyzes about English learning style and the factors of it. The similarity between 
Abbas’s thesis and this research are equally analyzed about sensory learning style 
(auditory, visual and kinesthetic) and the design also descriptive qualitative. 
 CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
This research uses descriptive qualitative design. Creswell (in Emzir 2010:1) 
stated that qualitative research is an inquiry process of understanding based on distinct 
methodological traditions of inquiry that explore a social or human problem. The 
researcher builds a complex, holistic picture, analyzes words, reports detailed views of 
informants and conducts the study in a natural setting. Qualitative research is called as 
new method because the popularity is not old yet. Qualitative research displays the data 
descriptively. 
Based on Bogdan and Biklen (in Emzir, 2010: 3) qualitative research has five 
main characteristics, one of them is descriptive character or called as descriptive data. 
The collecting data is more having words form or pictures than numbers. The written 
result consists of quotations from the data to illustrate and provide presentation evidence. 
The data include interview’s transcript, field note, photography, videotape, personal 
documents, memo and other records. The qualitative researcher does not reduce page by 
page from narration and other data into numeric symbols. They try to analyze the data by 
all of their ability as close as with records and their transcripts (Emzir 2010: 3). 
Based on Sugiyono (2015: 37) the qualitative research phase is long enough 
because the goal is discovering character. Nevertheless the phase possibilities occur in 
short time if it was discovered something and the data was overdone (Sugiyono, 2015: 
37). In this situation, Susan Stainback (in Sugiyono 2015: 37) stated that there is no way 
to give easy to how long it takes to do a qualitative research study. Commonly, the study 
lasts about a year, but the actual duration depends on the sources, interest and purposes of 
the investigator. It also depends on the size of the study and how much time the 
researcher puts into the study each day or week (Sugiyono 2015: 37). It can be concluded 
that the time of qualitative research depends on how the data have been satiated or not. 
This research is in case study form. Case study is the process of actually carrying 
out the investigation, the unit of analysis (the bounded system, the case) or the end 
product. As in all research, the choice of case study design depends upon what the 
researcher wants to know. Based on the definition there are several types of case studies 
(Yin 2003 and Stake 1995 in Baxter 2008). There are explanatory, exploratory, 
descriptive, multiple-case studies, intrinsic, instrumental and collective. In this research 
uses descriptive case study, it is used to describe an intervention or phenomenon and the 
real-life context in which it occurred. This research describes all about the students’ 
English learning style of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. 
 
 
 
 
B. Research Setting 
1. Place 
The researcher chooses “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. It is located in 
Cocak 1 No. 3 & 4 Street, Sidorejo, Mangkubumen, Banjarsari Surakarta. 
2. Time 
The researcher has twice for doing research. There are pre research and research. Pre 
research was conducted on March 2016 to know the profile of “HOMESCHOOLING 
KAK SETO SOLO”. The research was conducted on March until May 2016. The 
planning list: 
Table 3.1 Planning List 
No Activities  2016 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1. Create proposal √ √           
2. Pre Research   √          
3. Examination of 
proposal 
   
√ 
        
4. Doing research   √ √ √        
5. Arrange thesis    √ √ √       
6. Examination of 
Munaqosah 
      
 
√  
    
 
3. Subject 
In “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” each class maximum has 10 students. 
The researcher uses all student of Junior High Level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK 
SETO SOLO”. In junior high level, the class and their students is easy for meeting and 
according to the personnel manager that junior high level has good cooperation with 
researcher compared with elementary level and senior high level. That is the reason 
why the researcher did research in junior high level. In junior high level, seventh grade 
there are 7 students, eighth grade there are 2 students in usual class and 2 students in 
their home, for the ninth grade there are 8 students. 
 
C. Source of Data 
The source of the data for answering the research problems, it includes events, informant, 
and document. 
1. Event 
The data of students’ English learning style can be investigated from an event. The 
event in this research is in the form of the teaching and learning activities of English in 
class and/or in outclass. In class is like a usual class they have daily material. In 
outclass usually is done in practice weekly for example in a zoo, central park, museum 
or the other places. It is conducted at Junior High class of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK 
SETO SOLO” in second semester of the academic year 2015/2016. 
2. Informant 
The data of students’ English learning style also can be investigated from an 
informant. The informant is expected to give appropriate data that the researcher need. 
The informants in this research are three English tutors, seven students of seventh 
grade, four students of eighth grade those are two students in usual class and two 
students in their home, eight students of ninth grade, one personnel manager and one 
counselor of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”.  
3. Document 
The other source of data can be investigated from documents. The documents are 
private documents form and formal documents form that is acquired from 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. Documents that are used as the supportive 
data in this research include students’ writing, lesson plan, photography, videotape, 
transcript and the other supporting documents. 
 D. The Technique of Collecting Data 
The technique of collecting data that appropriate with the research problems are as 
follow: 
1. Interview 
Interview can be structured, conducted according to prearranged plan usually based on 
an interview schedule, or interview can be structured, when the researcher can direct 
the questioning as the situation at the time might suggest is likely to be profitable. By 
this technique, the researcher did an interview with the students, English tutor and the 
other people who are in “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” to investigate how 
their students’ English learning style, the factors and the dominant style in their class. 
That people is expected can give information about the data that researcher need. 
2. Questionnaire 
Questionnaire is supporting technique because basically the procured result is 
numbers. Even though like that, qualitative research can use questionnaire without 
provide the numbers, the researcher is able to describe it in words.  By questionnaire, 
one of the researcher ways to strengthen the data about their students’ English learning 
style, the factors and the dominant style in their class. There are 36 questions in this 
questionnaire that has been verified by the expert. Here the table of interval scores: 
Table 3.2 Interval Scores 
 Interval 
Sangat setuju 5 
Kurang setuju 3 
Tidak setuju 1 
 
If the respondents choose strongly agree so the score multiplied five. If the 
respondents choose ‘kurang setuju’ so the score multiplied three because that is 
believed neutral, it is not strongly agree but also not strongly disagree. If the 
respondent choose strongly disagree so the score multiplied one. Then, the score of 
each indicator or each style is totaled to know which has higher score, so it can be 
concluded the students’ learning style. 
3. Observation 
Observation usually focuses on the specific aspects of events or circumstances and 
schedules or checklist that can be drawn up to aid both the observation and its 
recording. The researcher did an observation to investigate the data indeed appear in 
their class about how the students’ English learning style, the factors and the dominant 
style. There are two places in this observation, in class and in students’ home. In the 
class of junior high level in “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” there are three 
classes with different level, seventh grade, eighth grade and ninth grade. In students’ 
home or the homeschooling usually called ‘distant learning’, there are two houses that 
observed by researcher. The deliberation why just two houses because the researcher 
has to follow the schedule and the permission of each student, he/she permit a new 
people or not.  Finally, the researcher is permitted to allow two houses. 
4. Document analysis 
Document has the important role in qualitative research. It is used in the research 
because of some reasons. Document is the source of research, which is stable, rich and 
supported, it is as evidence to test and it has natural characteristics. The documents 
used for the students’ English learning style data are photography, videotape, 
transcript, the teacher lesson plan, interview records and other supporting documents. 
 
E. The Analysis of Data 
Qualitative data analysis techniques deal with non-numerical data, usually 
linguistic units in oral or written form. The data in this research are analyzed using 
descriptive qualitative method. The researcher uses some steps to analyze such as 
involving collecting the data, reducing data, presenting the data and drawing conclusion. 
When the researcher collected the data, the researcher reduced and presented the data. In 
reducing the data, the writer rejected meaningless data, so the writer will get the 
important points of finding. It is followed by presenting the data. It means that the 
researcher presents it logically, so the meaning of every event is clear. In the end of 
collecting data, the researcher tries to verify the data based on reduction and data 
presentation. 
Miles and Huberman (in Sugiyono 2015: 338) the analysis of data can be drawn in 
this picture: 
  
 
  
  
 
 
Picture 3.1 The component in Analysis of data 
Data Collection 
Data Display 
Conclusion:drawing/
verifying 
Data Reduction 
 1. Data Reduction 
Not all of the data gathered as result in the research is important. It means that the 
important information must be taken and the unimportant ones must be ignored. In the 
process of reducing the data, the researcher selects focus, simplify and abstracting the 
data in the field note. The data reduction is done during the research activities. In data 
reduction, every researcher will be guided by the research goal. The research goal of 
qualitative research is finding or discovering. In this research, the researcher deletes 
several data in field note which not related to the learning styles of students at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”.  
2. Data Display 
Presenting the data is describing the data in the form of description or narration. As the 
second component in analyzing the data, this technique is used in arranging 
information, description or narration to draw the conclusion. By presenting the data, 
will ease to understand what occurred are, draft the next work to do based on 
comprehension of the research.  
3. Drawing conclusion 
The third activity is drawing conclusion. In this research, conclusion is drawn 
continuously throughout the course of the research. The researcher tends to 
accumulate and formulate her interpretation as the researcher has gone along. The 
researcher likes to write up not only what the researcher saw each day but also the 
interpretation of the observation. 
 F. The Trustworthiness 
In validity examination, qualitative design has different term with quantitative design 
(Sugiyono 2015:366). It is showed by the table below: 
Table 3.3 The distinction validity examination of qualitative and quantitative design 
Aspek  Metode kuantitatif Metode kualitatif  
Nilai kebenaran Validitas internal Kredibilitas (credibility) 
Penerapan  Validitas eksternal 
(generalisasi) 
Transferability/keteralihan 
Konsistensi  Reliabilitas  Auditability, dependability 
Natralitas  Obyektivitas  Confirmability (dapat 
dikonfirmasi) 
 
In this research, the researcher uses three validity examinations. There are credibility, 
dependability and confirm ability. Here the explanation: 
1. Credibility 
Credibility is concerning with accuracy degree of research design with the finding or 
the result that is reached by researcher. Credibility exam or trustworthiness toward the 
result of data can be examined by extension research, increase perseverance in the 
research, discussion with friends, analysis of negative case and member check (in 
Sugiyono 2015: 368). In this research, the researcher tries to examine by increase 
perseverance in the research to get the data and discussion with friends about the 
design, technique, the source and the other way has high accuracy or not. It is expected 
the data more accuracy and believable. 
2. Dependability 
In quantitative research dependability is called reliability. Dependability exam in 
qualitative research is done by doing audit toward all of research process. The 
examination is done by independent auditor or the advisor to audit all of the researcher 
activities in doing the research. If the researcher does not have and does not show 
‘tread of field activities’, so research dependability is doubted (Sanafiah in Sugiyono, 
2015: 377). In this research, the researcher writes all of activities in doing research that 
are audited by the advisor in order to the process of collecting the data can believable. 
The researcher writes it into field note of observation and transcript of interview. 
3. Confirm-ability 
Confirm-ability examination in quantitative research is called objectivity examination. 
The research is objective if the result is approved by many people. The confirm-ability 
is similar with dependability, so the examination is done by auditor equally. In 
research, disallowed there is no process whereas the finding done (Sugiyono 2015: 
378). Process is important thing, if a research there is no process so it is doubted. The 
researcher tries to write all of the process in research in order to evidence that the 
researcher really doing research. 
 CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter explains the research findings and discussion related to the answer of 
the problems statement as mentioned in chapter 1. This finding is divided into 4 parts. The 
first is the description of the Students’ English learning styles. The second part is the 
internal factors that influence the Students’ English learning styles. The third part is the 
external factors that influence the Students’ English learning styles. The last part is the 
dominant English learning style in each class. 
A. Research Findings 
Research finding is taken from the beginning until the last of research activities by 
doing interview and observation of Junior High students at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK 
SETO SOLO”. The research finding is reinforced by questionnaire test that is made by 
researcher. Research activities are started on March until May 2016. 
1. The Students’ English Learning Styles 
There are three classes in junior high level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO 
SOLO”. There are seventh grade, eighth grade and ninth grade. In seventh grade there 
are seven students in class. In eighth grade there are four students, two students in a 
class and the other in their home. And the ninth grade, there are eight students in a class. 
In the “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, there are some ways to 
investigate the learning style or characteristic of their students. Those are psycho test 
(counseling and sharing), trial test and fulfill questionnaire. It is in a line with the 
counselor’s statement. 
“Dari awal sebelum anak masuk sini kita ada observasi dulu, kita ada trial selama tiga 
hari. Nah nanti anak akan berhadapan langsung dengan saya ketika pembekalan 
akademik dan konseling awal di trial ketiga, nah disitu kan ada sharing…” 
(Miss Esthi, the “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” counselor) 
Psychology test is used to know all about students’ psychology aspect. The 
counselor takes the data from students’ intelligence, students’ interest, their attitude or 
aptitude by watch directly, written test or interview. It can be known when the students 
come and fulfill their personal data. The counselor also takes the students’ data by using 
trial test. She watches the students directly to know their personality, characteristic and 
their style in learning. The trial test usually is done in three days after that they have to 
choose still learning in “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” or learn at the other 
school. 
The trial test or tryout is done in each class depends on the grade of students now. 
For example, they in seventh grade now, so the students join the seventh grade class in 
three days. Their attitude, characteristic, interest or their psychology can be observed by 
the tutor in the class directly. The tutor will report the students’ personality to the 
counselor but for students who have disabilities the counselor will observe directly in 
the class. It is in a line with the counselor’s statement. 
“Ya untuk yang dua kali ini untuk observasi dan yang sekali untuk pembekalan 
akademis dan konseling awal. Nah ketika dikelas itu kita bisa menggali seperti apa 
anak ini belajar, dengan metode ini apa bisa seperti itu. She adds, Nah kalau ada anak 
yang ‘gugup’ maka kita selaku konselor akan terjun langsung untuk membantu.” 
(Miss Esthi, the “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” counselor) 
From the parents side, in “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” has 
questionnaire form. The parents have to fulfill it for require before their children learn 
in “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. It is used to investigate how far the 
parents know all about their child. It is also used for knowing the family background or 
all of things that influences the students’ characteristic and style in learning. According 
to the counselor, the goal from those several tests also for unifying the mindset of the 
parents and the “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” that students’ attitude, 
aptitude, motivation or what they want in learning are the primary things compared with 
the report score. Here explanation of the students’ learning style at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”: 
a. The Visual Learner 
Generally at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, the visual learners in 
Junior High level almost have same several characteristics. In fact, almost of them 
have favorite to read books, more interest and understand about something by seeing, 
prefer with picture or diagram when study and more. For knowing the description of 
Visual learners’ characteristics and their styles in study, here the explanation of each 
class: 
1) The Seventh Grade 
In Seventh grade class there are three students that are included as visual 
learners. There are Ahmad Zaky Shadiqin, Mariyam Salim Bauzir and Alan 
Wijaya. Here, the indicators’ table of visual learners in seventh grade class: 
Table 4.1 The Visual Learners’ Indicator of Seventh Grade 
 
No. Name Indicator 
1. Ahmad Zaky S. - He is introvert student. 
- He is easily to be nervous.  
- He has small hand writing. 
- He likes reading. 
- He is fast reader. 
- He is good in formula and 
spelling than the others. 
- He likes studying with picture or 
diagram. 
- He more understands by watches 
demonstration or display from the 
tutor than just listens. 
- He is disturbed by bad lighting 
(too dim or bright). 
2. Mariyam S. Bauzir - She likes reading. 
- She more understands by watches 
demonstration or display from the 
tutor than just listens. 
- She is good in memorize by 
watching than listening. 
- She needs queit time to study. 
- She is disturbed by bad lighting 
(too dim or bright). 
- She is difficult to say something 
that is thought in her mind. 
3. Alan Wijaya - He is disturbed by bad lighting 
(too dim or bright). 
- He is good in memorize by 
watching than listening. 
- He likes reading. 
- He more understands by watches 
demonstration or display from the 
tutor than just listens. 
- He prefers short question with 
certain answer than multiple 
choices or essai. 
- He is good in writing. 
- He is disturbed by the others do 
near him (lost focus). 
 
a) Ahmad Zaky Shadiqin 
Zaky is the last student who joins in the seventh grade. He is so quiet student. 
In the first time he joined in the class, Zaky completely did not speak with other 
friends. If there is no one triggers him to speak, he does not begin the conversation. 
Zaky’s writing is smallest than the other students. The tutor stated that if the other 
wants to know Zaky’s personality they may know from his hand writing. He is 
introvert student. It is in a line with the tutor’s statement.  
“…dari tulisannya kan juga sudah kelihatan tulisannya kecil-kecil, dia orangnya 
introvert. Dia gampang gugup gitu lho kak belum disuruh maju dia sudah gugup 
duluan gitu.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
He is so easily to be nervous if he is asked by the tutor to speak in front of 
class. Even though like that, he is one of the diligent students especially in making 
sentences with good formula in English. He has good spelling when writes sentences. 
The tutor stated that Zaky has good ability to memorize new vocabularies. When the 
tutor asked to make some sentences, the other students need a help to spell and 
memorize some vocabularies but different with Zaky, he just quiet and finished his 
task without asked a help. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Zaky itu kalau boleh saya kasih rengking dikelas tujuh dia rengking satu tapi kan 
gak boleh ya kak. Untuk bahasa Inggris memang yang paling bagus zaky dia 
vocabnya bagus, formulanya bagus…” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
He likes read some books in his free time, it can be seen in his questionnaire 
result in appendix. He is good and fast reader. Zaky prefer to use diagram or picture 
to help him in study. Based on observations and the characteristic that is stated by the 
tutor in interview that explained above. It also affirmed with the result score of 
questionnaire that was given by researcher, it shows Zaky has 50 for visual, 38 for 
auditory and 32 for kinesthetic. In percent, visual got 100%, auditory got 76% and 
kinesthetic got 64%. It can be concluded that Ahmad Zaky Shadiqin is visual learner. 
b) Mariyam Salim Bauzir 
Mariyam is tall and big than the other girls in her class. For the first time met 
Mariyam, she was seen so mature than the other girls in her class. She good student, 
she obeys the class rule well. When the tutor explains the material, Mariyam has 
good attention. Actually Mariyam is the childish student than the other in her class. 
In fact, the researcher observed Mariyam, she paid attention the tutor’s 
explanation, but sometimes she laughed and yelled suddenly. She spoke in louder 
voice. It made her friends were disturbed by her. Mariyam cares with her friends. 
When one of her friends does not come, in the next day she will ask why does not 
come. She will caution her friends, when they break the class rules. She also care if 
there is any problem that faced by her friends. In learning, according to the tutor, 
Mariyam quiets when the tutor explains but her mind is not in the material. 
The tutor has to explain more just for Mariyam because of it, moreover 
Mariyam does not understand if the tutor does not show off or give her example of 
the material. In writing, she has a lot of problems especially in spelling the words. 
For example, when she has to write ‘student’ she will write ‘setuden’. She needs a 
help to write some words with correct spelling. That is why Mariyam is slowest 
student in her class. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Nulisnya yang kurang, kayak misalkan ‘my name is mariyam’ dia akan nulis ‘MAI 
NEM’ kayak gitu kurang dinulisnya aja. She adds iya, kalau dulu pasti tak tinggal 
terus kak.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
Even though like that, she is included good speaker with correct formula. It is 
in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Kalau Mariyam itu speakingnya bagus kak dia bisa tau beberapa hal, coba saja di 
interview dia di interview pakai bahasa Inggris dia bisa.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
She likes read but not too much. She likes read if the text has some picture with 
a lot of colors. If the text just contains a lot of sentences without picture she will bore 
and unwilling to read it. In the questionnaire score, Mariyam got 50 for visual, 48 for 
auditory and 40 for kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 100% for visual, 96% for 
auditory and 88% for kinesthetic. It shows there is no significant interval. Based on 
observations and the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview that 
explained above and the questionnaire result, it can be concluded that Mariyam 
Salim Bauzir is visual learner. 
 
 
c) Alan Wijaya 
In the first time met Alan, he is seen like an adult. He is tall and big than the 
other. Actually, he has difficulty to study than the others. He is autism student. It is 
appropriate with the counselor statement that the autism student in Junior High level 
is Alan Wijaya. Even though like that, after he was tested by the counselor and 
psychologist he is able to follow the regular class so he still join in the ‘komunitas’. 
Sometimes, he is difficult to focus in the material. It make him always left behind by 
his friends when do a task from the tutor. He often comes too late, moreover in 
morning schedule. In second days researcher observed the class, he came five 
minutes before the tutor closed the lesson for that day. It is stated by the tutor in her 
statement. 
“…dia bisa tapi dia telatan dia gak fokus kak, ngerjain apa-apa malah mainan hp.” 
 (Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
Even though like that, he has high motivation or fancy to study. He always 
comes to study and seldom absent. He is good in writing sentences but for complex 
formula or structure he needs a help. He has enough vocabulary, although is not as 
good as Zaky. For vocabulary, Alan is under Zaky’s ability to memorize 
vocabularies. It is also stated by the tutor in her statement 
“Dia itu kreatif, vocabnya banyak banget kak kalau boleh saya bilang dia itu 
menguasai vocab kedua setelah zaky.” 
 (Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
Alan likes read for his free time. He does not like practice or physical 
activities. When he was in Balekambang Park he just set down in the pool side, 
though the other friends took a walk. It is evidenced in his questionnaire’s answer, he 
chose strongly disagree for question ‘you like study by practice’. It can be seen in 
appendix.  
In the questionnaire score, Alan has 42 for visual, 34 for auditory and 32 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 84% for visual, 68% for auditory and 64% for 
kinesthetic. Based on observations and the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in 
interview that explained above and the questionnaire result, it can be concluded that 
Alan Wijaya is visual learner. 
2) The Eighth Grade 
In Eighth grade class there are three students that are included as visual learners. 
There are Afrizal Satria Khoironi, Nadia Willyanto and Sheilma ‘Arivah Zayyan. Here, 
the indicators’ table of visual learners in eighth grade class: 
Table 4.2 The Visual Learners’ Indicator of Eighth Grade 
 
No. Name Indicator 
1. Afrizal Satria K. - He is quiet student. 
- He is good in writing; his has good 
order hand writing. 
- He likes reading. 
- He is good in formula and spelling. 
- He can understand the tutor explanation 
with or without display picture. 
- He prefers short question with certain 
answer than multiple choices or essai. 
- He is disturbed by bad lighting (too dim 
or bright). 
- He does not like physical activity. 
- He is hesitant in speaking. 
- He is disturbed by the others do near 
him (lost focus). 
- He likes spend his time stay at home 
(introvert). 
2. Nadia Willyanto - She is introvert student. 
- She is good in passive skill. 
- She is hesitant to do something. 
- She is good in formula and spelling. 
- She can understand the tutor 
explanation with or without display 
picture. 
- She is fast reader. 
- She is disturbed by bad lighting (too 
dim or bright). 
- She is difficult to say something that is 
thought in her mind. 
- She is disturbed by the others do near 
her (lost focus). 
- She does not like physical activity. 
3. Sheilma A. Zayyan - She is good almost in everything. 
- She is hesitant and need force in 
speaking. 
- She is good in formula and spelling. 
- She can understand the tutor 
explanation with or without display 
picture. 
- She likes reading and writing. 
- She is difficult to say something that is 
thought in her mind. 
- She is disturbed by the others do near 
her (lost focus). 
- She does not like physical activity. 
- She can explain material well. 
 
a) Afrizal Satria Khoironi 
Afrizal is ‘distant learning’ student. The researcher could met him although just 
one day. It is caused from the “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” made a deal 
with the Afrizal’s parents before the researcher observed and finally the researcher 
only got permission to observe in one day. Afrizal is smart student. He is able to know 
and understand what the tutor’s explanation by written or oral. 
He understands what the tutor stated in English although he does not answer 
orally but by his gesture. Even though, he prefers if the tutor explains the material with 
display some examples. It is in a line with the tutor’s statement. 
“Afrizal ini sebenarnya mudah paham, dia dengerin apa yang saya jelaskan saja 
tanpa mencatat juga bisa, walaupun jarang menjawab, paling cuma mengangguk atau 
geleng gitu aja.” 
(Mr. Heru, the distant learning tutor for Afrizal) 
Afrizal is almost same with Nadia, he is introvert student. If there is no one asks 
him some questions or invite him to talk, he just in silence. His speaking little bit like a 
hesitant person. Actually he understands about what will he says but it is not produce 
fluently. He uses all day to stay at home and read some books. 
The books that he likes are about superheroes stories from internet. Sometimes 
he likes to play outside with the neighbor but often he prefers to stay inside. He also 
likes listening music and drawing. He is good painter. He can explain well about what 
he draws. It is in a line with his statement when the researcher asked him after lesson. 
“kadang saya bermain sama temen disitu…apa? Iya saya sukanya dirumah baca 
ebook lewat hp juga dengerin musik.” 
(Afrizal, the Eighth grade ‘distant learning’ student) 
 
In learning, Afrizal has a lot of vocabularies. His formula or structure is good 
enough. Afrizal has good hand writing orderly. He is natty student. That looks from 
his hand writing, his clothed up or his room. It is in a line with his statement. 
“Iya saya suka rapi, baju juga rapi…” (Afrizal, the Eighth grade ‘distant learning’ 
student) 
 
In studying, he does not like physical practice that makes him move actively. He 
likes games but prefers in brain games than physical games. For reading, he can read 
English fluently but his voice is not loud enough. He is able to understand the text that 
he reads. Moreover, the text has a lot of picture he will more understand. 
In the questionnaire score, Afrizal got 50 for visual, 38 for auditory and 22 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 100% for visual, 76% for auditory and 44% for 
kinesthetic. It shows that there is a significant interval. The interval is almost 60% 
between the highest and the lowest score. The highest score is visual and the lowest is 
kinesthetic. Based on observation, the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in 
interview and the questionnaire result, it can be concluded that Afrizal Satria Khoironi 
is visual learner. 
b) Nadia Willyanto 
The researcher got a problem to observe Nadia. That was the permission that 
spent long time but finally the researcher did not excuse for observing her. The 
researcher got the data about Nadia from her tutor who visited for teaching her and 
from questionnaire result that was entrusted to the tutor for Nadia. Based on the tutor, 
Nadia is difficult person. The tutor who teaches her must female tutor or woman, she 
does not like male tutor. If the tutor different from the last day, she also needs 
adaptation to the tutor or she will not study. It is in a line with the tutor’s statement. 
“…basiknya pernah ada trauma dengan orang. Jadi Nadia kan DL nya ambil tutor 
cewek dan ketika lama gak ketemu dengan saya itu buat mecahin lagi itu perlu waktu 
lagi, meskipun misal saya cuti 3 bulan dan lanjut DL lagi dengan saya itu kan 
sebenernya sudah dibilang kenal ya tapi itu ketika dengan saya kaya mulai dari awal 
lagi kayak kikuk lagi.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the distant learning tutor for Nadia) 
 
In learning, Nadia is very passive student. She does not like to talk too much. If 
there is no question or no one tries to speak with her, she just in silence. When study, 
she prefers the tutor little bit explaining and then a lot of exercise. Sometimes, Nadia 
has strong opinion that makes her looks like undefeated. An oral or written instruction, 
she is easy to understand. She is good in formula; she is able to correct her mistake in 
grammar by herself. For writing with her idea she has difficulty; to compose about 
what she will write it is so hard for her. It is in a line with the tutor’s statement. 
“Kalau untuk betulin grammar dia bisa jadi salahnya dimana itu dia tau. Untuk fiil in 
the blank dia bisa. Pokoknya jangan diminta untuk buat kalimat nah itu kan 
menulisnya yang, inisiatifnya yang kurang.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the distant learning tutor for Nadia) 
 
When study she is so quiet and does not do physical activities. She does not like 
physical games or activities. It is in a line with the tutor’s statement.  
 “Nggak begitu, jadi game pun game lembar kerja berbentuk game ya. Kalau game hp 
pun juga mau, tapi untuk game secara fisik dia enggan.” 
 (Mrs. Nindi, the distant learning tutor for Nadia) 
 
In the questionnaire score, Nadia got 48 for visual, 36 for auditory and 32 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 96% for visual, 72% for auditory and 64% for 
kinesthetic. It shows that there is no significant interval. Even though, the highest 
score tendency for visual. Based on the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in 
interview that explained above and the questionnaire result, it can be concluded that 
Nadia Willyanto is visual learner. 
c) Sheilma ‘Arivah Zayyan 
Sheilma is the one girl who studies in ‘komunitas’ class for eighth grade. 
Sheilma is smart student in her grade. She can do almost all of thing well. In learning, 
she understands the material and the tutor’s explanation well. She is good observer 
when the tutor display, demonstrate or instruct her for the material. She is able to 
explain the material or her experience well. It is in a line with tutor’s statement. 
“Sheilma in fact, she can do anything everything well about many something like this, 
not only time but also idea. She will have a good…good arrangement. She is creative.”  
(Mr. Heru, the eighth grade English tutor) 
 
She is able to answer what the tutor asks. Even though like that, it does not make 
her arrogant. She often helps David to do the task together. They are good partner in 
class. She likes read some book and write some story. She is able to spell word while 
written or oral. She has a lot of vocabularies. Similar with David, she understands 
more when the tutor explains with pictures or demonstrates than just speech without 
example. When she could not catch what tutor said, she will ask and try to understand 
well. 
In writing, Sheilma has good formula or structure. Her hand writing is good and 
orderly. According to the tutor, Sheilma is good in writing and her dream to be a good 
author. It is evidenced by her short story that she made in English directly without 
translate it. Now, she has two stories that are booked but she does not want to publish 
them. 
In practice, she likes practice in class. The practice that she likes is not physical 
practice but use thinking such as brain games. Even though like that, she also join 
dance group in this school. Her bad is she does not come to school as she like and 
there is no reason for it. It is in a line with tutor’s statement in first day observation. 
“She should wake up early and have to come I don’t know. If she wants to come she 
will come.”  
(Mr. Heru, the eighth grade English tutor) 
 
In the questionnaire score, Sheilma got 42 for visual, 24 for auditory and 24 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 84% for visual, 48% for auditory and 48% for 
kinesthetic. It shows the highest score is visual. For auditory and kinesthetic are 
equally lowest score. Based on observations and the characteristic that is stated by the 
tutor in interview that explained above and the questionnaire result, it can be 
concluded that Sheilma ‘Arivah Zayyan is visual learner. 
3) The Ninth Grade 
In Ninth grade class there are three students that are included as visual learners. 
There are Hans Putra Adhi Purnomo, Yonky Erlando and Elhant Jeffrindo Satya Blegur. 
Here, the indicators’ table of visual learners in eighth grade class: 
Table 4.3 The Visual Learners’ Indicator of Ninth Grade 
 
No. Name Indicator 
1. Hans Putra A. P.  - He has high capability in English skill.  
- He likes brain game than physical game. 
- He likes reading. 
- He is diligent reader. 
- He is good in formula and spelling. 
- He prefers to study with display picture or 
diagram. 
- He is disturbed by bad lighting (too dim or 
bright). 
- He is difficult to say something that is 
thought in his mind. 
2. Yonky Erlando - He is good in spelling. 
- He prefers to study with display picture 
or diagram. 
- He has difficulty to oral instruction from 
tutor. 
- He is difficult to say something that is 
thought in his mind. 
- He is good in memorizing by watch than 
just listen. 
3. Elhant Jeffrindo - He is quiet student. 
- English skill oral or written, he can do it. 
- He is good in spelling. 
- He is disturbed by bad lighting (too dim 
or bright). 
- He is disturbed by the others do near him 
(lost focus). 
- He is good in memorizing by watch than 
just listen. 
- He is fast reader. 
 
a) Yonky Erlando 
Based on the tutor’s statement, Yonky needs a help from the tutor to study in 
class. He has lack achievement in his academic. It is in a line with the tutor’s 
statement. 
 “Yonky itu dia memang kemampuan akademisnya kalau dibikin rangking ya itu dia 
paling bawah.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
 He does not understand with tutor explanation just in once. He often asks the 
tutor to repeat the instruction. For structure, he needs full help from the tutor. Even 
though like that, he has high fancy to study. He seldom absent from the class. He 
always asks if he does not understand. He has high interest in studying. He has high 
responsibility to finish his task as well as he can. It is in a line with tutor’s statement. 
“Ketika disuruh ngerjain dia usahanya tu justru lebih kelihatan dari pada yang lain. 
Makanya, ketika aku gak nanya aku diem aja gitu dia bakal nanya ‘kak ini gimana’ 
kalau yang lain kan ya udah, gak bisa ya udah, harus tutornya yang aktif. Jadi yang 
menghambat ya perlu pendampingan itu tadi, yang mendukung ya motivasinya yang 
tinggi gitu.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In the questionnaire score, Yonky got 40 for visual, 36 for auditory and 38 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 80% for visual, 72% for auditory and 76% for 
kinesthetic. It shows that there is no significant interval. There are two styles that 
scores almost same, auditory and kinesthetic. The highest score is visual. Based on 
the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview and the questionnaire result, 
it can be concluded that Yonky Erlando is visual learner. 
b) Hans Putra Adhi Purnomo 
Hans is smartest student in ninth grade class. He has high capability for English 
skill. English active or passive he can do it. He has a lot of vocabularies. It is in a line 
with the tutor’s statement. 
“Hans itu dia yang paling tinggi skillnya dalam bahasa Inggris terutama ya. Jadi 
ketika tes itu dia salahnya paling pilihan ganda cuman dua dari dua puluh lima soal 
itu dia nilainya diatas delapan terus.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
According to the tutor, Hans is very conscientious or detail student. When the 
tutor has a mistake in explaining or correcting the material, he will notice or correct 
the tutor with proper attitude. He likes brain games than physical games. He is good 
in spelling. He prefers when the tutor displays some examples or pictures in the 
explanation. He likes reading some books. He is diligent reader. Sometimes, he being 
sleepy in class and when he has slept there is no one can force him to study. Those 
are in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Kemudian dia teliti juga jadi ketika saya misalkan salah itu dia langsung ngoreksi. 
Gak ada kendala grammar kecuali dia faktor external nya ngantuk…eh ngantuk itu 
external pa internal ya, ngantuk. Itu ketika dia ngantuk itu bener-bener dia gak 
fokus.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In the questionnaire score, Hans got 44 for visual, 40 for auditory and 40 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 88% for visual, 80% for auditory and 80% for 
kinesthetic. It shows that there is no significant interval. There are two styles that 
scores is same, auditory and kinesthetic but the highest score is visual. Based on the 
characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview and the questionnaire result, it 
can be concluded that Hans Putra Adhi Purnomo is visual learner. 
c) Elhant Jeffrindo Satya Blegur 
Jeffrindo is the new student in ninth grade class. Several times, he did not come 
to class. He often come too late almost one hour lesson. It is in a line with the tutor’s 
statement. 
 
“Baru beberapa kali aja masuk kelas ku…beberapa kali gak masuk sekalinya telat tu 
satu jam pelajaran, satu jam pelajaran.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
His response with other friend or people as much as needed. For English, 
spoken or written he is able for it. He has some weaknesses in structure. For 
grammar, actually as well as possible he can do it. He has enough vocabularies. It is 
in a line with the tutor’s statement. 
“Sebenernya untuk kemampuan lisan dan menulisnya itu bagus cuman tata bahasa 
sekarepnya sendiri.”  
 
She adds: 
 
“kalau temennya nggoda, nglucu gitu ya dia nimpalnya cuman senyum. Kalau 
sosialnya gak terlalu ya kalau ngobrol ya ngobrol tapi secukupnya aja, lebih ke 
tutornya jadi bicara dengan tutornya.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In the questionnaire score, Jeffrindo got 44 for visual, 42 for auditory and 40 
for kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 88% for visual, 84% for auditory and 80% for 
kinesthetic. It shows that there is no significant interval. All of the styles are almost 
in proximate interval, the different just 4%. The highest score is visual. Based on the 
characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview and the questionnaire result, it 
can be concluded that Elhant Jeffrindo Satya Blegur is visual learner. 
b. The Auditory Learner 
Generally at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, the auditory learners in 
Junior High level also have same several characteristics. In fact, almost they have 
favorite to talk to themselves, more interest and understand about something by hearing, 
by listening they can catch what the material about, prefer to discussion and speak in 
front of class and more. For knowing the description of auditory learners’ characteristics 
and their styles in study, here the explanation: 
 
 
 
1) The Seventh Grade 
In Seventh grade class there are two students that are included as auditory 
learners. There are Inesta Rifani and Nidia Claressa Kristiadi. Here, the indicators’ table 
of auditory learners in seventh grade class: 
Table 4.4 The Auditory Learners’ Indicator of Seventh Grade 
 
No. Name Indicator 
1. Inesta Rifani - She has enough vocabularies. 
- She is good listener. 
- She can understand with oral instruction. 
- She likes discussion. 
- She is detail explainer. 
- Sometimes talk to her self. 
2. Nidia Claressa K. - She is good listener. 
- She need display picture or example 
from tutor to study. 
- She likes discussion. 
- She is detail explainer. 
- Sometimes talk to her self. 
- She prefers to sudy by read loudly.  
- Sometimes, lost her focus. 
 
a) Inesta Riffani 
Inesta is a good student. She can do anything well. She is not over but also not 
passive student. She has a trouble with her sense of hearing. It is not big problem for 
her; instead it becomes her superiority when study. It is appropriate with the tutor’s 
statement. 
 “Kalau Ines dan Nessa emang harus agak keras suaranya.” 
 (Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
She is able to study by listen. Listen carefully and accurate that makes her get 
ease in accepting the material. She is good listener. She understands the instruction 
from the tutor by listen. Her weakness is her strength for learning something. 
She is good in writing and formula or grammar. She likes discussion with 
other. She has enough vocabularies but it is not too much as much as Zaky. She has 
little bit difficulty when she does not focus with her study. It does not make her give 
up studying more and more. 
“Kalau yang bener-bener faham formula itu ines sama afim sama zaky.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
Inesta is active not only in academic but also non academic. She joins a dance 
group with other school. She often follows some dance competitions. It makes her 
has a lot of friends not only from this school.  
In the questionnaire score, Inesta got 40 for visual, 46 for auditory and 40 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 80% for visual, 92% for auditory and 80% for 
kinesthetic. It shows there is no significant interval. It means Inesta does not have 
highest tendency in one indicator learning style. Based on observations and the 
characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview that explained above and the 
questionnaire result, it can be concluded that Inesta Riffani is auditory learner. 
b) Nidia Claressa Kristiadi 
Nidia is an active student. Similar with Inesta, Nidia has a trouble with her 
sense of hearing. If Inesta has problem in right ear Nadia has problem in left ear, so 
they use hearing aid. It was seen when the researcher did observation in their class. 
That does not make Nidia give up to study. By hearing carefully, Nidia is able to 
understand what the tutor explains. 
“Kalau masalah ngerjain-ngerjain itu Nessa,…” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
In learning, Nidia has difficulty to focus her mind in the material. If there was 
someone tried to talk to her, she lost her focus. Then, she asked to Ines to help her. 
When the researcher observed that class in thrice, Inesta and Nidia always sit side by 
side. Nidia likes discussion with friends especially with Inesta. She has a lot of 
vocabularies. She remembers vocabularies well. It is in a line with the tutor’s 
statement. 
“Untuk Nessa sebenarnya bagus vocab juga lumayan, cuman kadang kurang fokus 
tapi sekarang bagus sih ada Inesta yang inesta itu serius dan nessa itu club sama 
inesta jadi bisa bantu nessa juga.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
In practice activity, she liked but not too much. She did not like physical 
activity. It is in a line with questionnaire result that she selected ‘strongly disagree’ 
for statement ‘you like physical games or activities’. In the questionnaire score, Nidia 
got 32 for visual, 50 for auditory and 40 for kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 64% 
for visual, 100% for auditory and 80% for kinesthetic. Based on observations and the 
characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview that explained above and the 
questionnaire result, it can be concluded that Nidia Claressa Kristiadi is auditory 
learner. 
 
 
2) The Eighth Grade 
The Finding of Eighth grade class about auditory learner, there is no one of students 
that has tendency as auditory learner. Based on the interview, observations and 
questionnaire score most of them are visual learners. The other is kinesthetic learner.  
3) The Ninth Grade 
In Ninth grade class there is one student that is included as auditory learners. He is 
Risang Agung Janu Winasis. Here, the indicator’s table of Risang: 
Table 4.5 The Auditory Learners’ Indicator of Ninth Grade 
 
No. Name Indicator 
1. Risang Agung J. Winasis - He reads by actuating her 
mouth. 
- He likes speaking and listening 
material. 
- He understands just by oral 
instruction. 
- He is over respond of noise (lost 
focus). 
- He has a lot of vocabularies. 
- Active or passive skill, he can 
do it. 
- He learns eanglish from 
listening music. 
 
Risang Agung Janu Winasis 
Based on the tutor, the Risang’s background is he has trauma with his teacher in 
the past. That was made him became quiet student. For the first time join 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, he is ‘distant learning’ student. On that 
time, he is so quiet, when the tutor does anything or asks some questions he just in 
silence. Now, he joins the ‘komunitas’ class and he conforms in the class well. 
According to the tutor, now he is over respond when the others make a joke. It is in a 
line with the tutor statement. 
“ya dia bisa terganggu dengan temennya yang tiba-tiba nyletuk apa dia ikut 
padahalkan dulunya dia diem, malah terlalu respon.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
Risang has good motivation from himself to study. He is smart student. In 
learning, Risang is able to do active and passive English skill. He has a lot of 
vocabularies. Usually, he learns English from reading books, watching movie or 
listening music. His English skill is good enough. His capability is one step under of 
Hans. Actually, he has capability to exceed Hans’s capability but his weakness is his 
inexactness with his work. He is easy bothered by his friends, so if his friends make a 
noise he will follow them and finally he does not finish his work. Those are in a line 
with the tutor’s statement. 
“Dan untuk kemampuan bahasa Inggrisnya sedikit dibawah Hans cuman dia gak 
teliti. Dia suka lagu-lagu bahasa Inggris, nonton film bahasa Inggris itu dia suka, 
baca-baca…dia itu kan apa ya maniak gadget lah istilahnya, dia itu bisa. Jadi dia itu 
menguasai bahasa Inggris dari itu.” 
 (Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In the questionnaire score, Risang got 40 for visual, 42 for auditory and 36 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 80% for visual, 84% for auditory and 72% for 
kinesthetic. The highest score is auditory. Based on the characteristic that is stated by 
the tutor in interview and the questionnaire result, it can be concluded that Risang 
Agung Janu Winasis is auditory learner. 
 
c. Kinesthetic Learner 
Generally at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, the auditory learners in 
Junior High level also have same several characteristics. In fact, mostly they have 
favorite to imitate and practice, more interest and understand in learning by body 
movement, prefer to play physical games than brain games and more. For knowing the 
description of kinesthetic learners’ characteristics and their styles in study, here the 
explanation: 
1) The Seventh Grade 
In fact, the finding of Eighth grade class about kinesthetic learner, there is no one of 
students that has tendency as pure kinesthetic learner. Most of them are visual 
learners. The others are as multiple sensory learners; those are audio-kinesthetic 
learners. 
2) The Eighth Grade 
In Seventh grade class there is one student that is included as kinesthetic learner. He 
is David Riyadi. Here, the indicator’s table of David: 
Table 4.6 The Kinesthetic Learners’ Indicator of Eighth Grade 
 
No. Name Indicator 
1. David R. - He likes reading text with colorfull picture. 
- He has difficulty with abstract words. 
- Sometimes, run away before the lesson is 
done or ask to break for a while in study. 
- He likes make some sounds by tap the desk. 
- He cannot sit quietly for a while. 
- He likes doing practice. 
- He likes physical game. 
- He has difficulty in writing (to appiare any 
idea). 
- His hand writing is so fluctuating. 
David Riyadi 
David is one of students who join ‘komunitas’ class at eighth grade. He needs 
guiding from the tutor to do his work. It is appropriate with the tutor statement. 
“Doing anything for David, the teacher should be…yah… giving instruction, to guide 
him.” 
(Mr. Heru, the eighth grade English tutor) 
 
Based on observation, he could not sit for a long time while studying. When the 
tutor explains the material, he moves here and there, he was looked impatience with the 
tutor’s explanation. Moreover, when the tutor explains without display some pictures, 
examples or demonstrates the material. He likes some pictures with a lot of colors than 
just listen the tutor’s explanation. It is in a line with his statement. 
“saya suka kalau belajarnya banyak gambarnya kak yang ada warnanya, kalau kak 
Heru ini gak pernah ada gambar pasti tulisan semua, aku jadi bosen kak.” 
(David Riyadi, the eighth grade student) 
 
“Mostly, he likes write comic, he draw picture by him, his imagination and he will write 
something about the picture. Without the picture, I think he will not be able to write…” 
(Mr. Heru, the eighth grade English tutor) 
 
David likes texts with a lot of picture than a lot of sentences. According to the 
tutor David has enough vocabularies for English material. He remembers the 
vocabularies well. He is more understanding concrete vocabulary than abstract one. He 
prefers real words that have been found in his daily life. He often repeat the new word 
when study in class until he understands and memorize about it, sometimes it is so 
disturbing. 
David always need some help when practice activities. The tutor has to explain 
again and again before do the activity. In speaking, David also need some help. When 
the tutor instructs him to tell about his experience yesterday, he could not speak 
sequence of his story. The tutor has to give example about what he will say to speak in 
front of class.  
“If I ask like ‘what you have seen before?’ of course David doesn’t and he should be 
given by simple work. In front of class, about David, actually David can speak but he 
should imitate first. Imitate first and then he will repeat when I choose while 
laugh..hahaha, he will imitate.” 
(Mr. Heru, the eighth grade English tutor) 
 
Sometimes, the tutor has to give example repeatedly. It spends long duration to 
explain for his understanding. Sometimes he did not finish his task and just went home 
without permission. David had ever said that actually he did not understand but he was 
pretending to understand. 
In writing, actually he has good formula but he needs help and example what he 
will write. According to the tutor, David writes disorderly, his hand writing is so 
fluctuating up and down.  
“…but when write the sentences, this paragraph the teacher should guide one by one, 
one by one because he will write…hmm…something without divergent.” 
(Mr. Heru, the eighth grade English tutor) 
 
In the questionnaire score, David got 44 for visual, 36 for auditory and 50 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 88% for visual, 72% for auditory and 100% for 
kinesthetic. It shows the highest score is kinesthetic and the lowest score is auditory. 
Based on observations and the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview that 
explained above and the questionnaire result, it can be concluded that David Riyadi is 
kinesthetic learner. 
3) The Ninth Grade 
In Ninth grade class there are students that are included as kinesthetic learners. There 
are Verrel Wida Anaditya, Abdul Majid Fahmi Abdatt and Faqih Raydassalma Al 
Fawwaz. Here, the table of kinesthetic learners’ indicators of Ninth grade: 
Table 4.7 The Kinesthetic Learners’ Indicator of Ninth Grade 
 
No. Name Indicator 
1. Verrel Wida A. - Often lost his focus. 
- He is in the middle capability in English 
skill. 
- He likes practice. 
- He cannot sit quietly for a while. 
- He dawdles for answering oral questions. 
- He is slow speaker. 
2. Abdul Majid - He often asks to break for a while in study. 
- He likes practice than listen the 
explanation from tutor. 
- He cannot sit quietly for a while. 
- He has difficulty in writing. 
- He likes physical game. 
- He likes role play in study. 
- He has difficulty in oral instruction. 
- He is hyperactive student. 
- He has lack vocabulary. 
3. Faqih R. - He is laziest student. 
- He often asks to break for a while in study. 
- He cannot sit quietly for a while. 
- He is disturbed by the temperature (hottest 
or coolest). 
- He likes physical game. 
- He needs a lot of help in structure. 
- He is pessimist student. 
 
a) Verrel Wida Anaditya 
In the past, Verrel is smart student but his capability descends lately. The tutor 
does not find yet the reason why he likes that. He often does not focus in learning. In 
learning, he is in the middle capability for English skills. He is good enough for 
active or passive skills. It is in a line with tutor’s statement. 
“Verel itu kita masih misterius sama ni anak soalnya dari kelas tujuh itu dia paling 
pinter. Dia itu yang paling pinter tapi sekarang dia itu kemampuannya sedikit diatas 
Yonky. Jadi ketika diberi instruksi dia kaya gak fokus gitu lho, jadi ketika diterang 
gak fokus.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
Verrel prefers to practice directly than just attention to the tutor’s long 
explanation. He cannot sit in silent for long time when study, it can be seen in his 
questionnaire result in appendix. For oral questions, he dawdles for answering the 
questions. Verrel is more understand if the tutor explains with display or demonstrate 
some examples. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Kalau untuk skillnya menengah sih. Jadi gak terlalu yang aktif bahasa Inggris 
ngomong gitu juga gak tapi ketika diminta mengerjakan gitu dia sebenarnya bisa 
cuman kadang gak sesuai dengan rulenya.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In the questionnaire score, Verrel got 38 for visual, 34 for auditory and 42 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 76% for visual, 68% for auditory and 84% for 
kinesthetic. There is no significant interval. The highest score is kinesthetic. Based 
on the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview and the questionnaire 
result, it can be concluded that Verrel Wida Anaditya tendency as kinesthetic learner. 
b) Abdul Majid Fahmi Abdatt 
Based on the tutor Majid has difficulty with oral instruction. He is diligent 
reader. He always comes too late. He ever came to the class just fifteen minutes 
before the tutor closed the meeting. He still has high orientation with his score. When 
he is threatened about his score, he can do his task. It is in a line with the tutor 
statement. 
“karena dia telat sudah telat gak nanya ketika diancam ya udah kamu gak ngerjain 
tugas ya udah jangan harap…dia itu masih orientasi nilainya masih tinggi banget 
Majid itu, jadi ditakut-takuti dengan yang namanya nanti nilai mu jelek gitu dia 
bisa.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In learning, Majid prefers to practice directly. He likes physical activities and 
games. It can be seen in his questionnaire score in appendix. He is active student. He 
is called hyperactive student because he often make some noise in class. It is in a line 
with the tutor statement. 
“Dia itu apa ya kayak biang onarnya kelas itu dia, jadi dia nyletuk apa pun bakalan 
jadi rame. Istilahnya badutnya kelas ya, aktif banget.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
He has lack vocabularies. He has enough capability in writing but for structure 
he still has some mistakes. It is in a line with the tutor’s statement. 
“Untuk skill, skillnya dia sebenernya bagus sih bahasa Inggrisnya cuman 
grammarnya yang kurang. Kalau lisan saya belum pernah…” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In fact, the interview’s result with questionnaire’s result has similarity. In the 
questionnaire score, Majid got 46 for visual, 40 for auditory and 48 for kinesthetic. In 
percent, it becomes 92% for visual, 80% for auditory and 96% for kinesthetic. It 
shows that there is no significant interval. There are two styles that scores almost 
same that the interval just 4%, visual and kinesthetic. The highest score is 
kinesthetic. Based on the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview and the 
questionnaire result, it can be concluded that Abdul Majid Fahmi Abdatt is 
kinesthetic learner. 
c) Faqih Raydassalma Al Fawwaz 
According to the tutor Faqih is very lazy student. He often does not come and 
late to come to the class. He ever came to the class almost an hour of the lesson 
before the tutor close the meeting. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Jadi sebenernya dia bisa tapi malesnya itu lho. Sering gak masuk, sering telat 
kalau ya cuman dledar-dleder maksudnya harus bener-bener dipush dia 
baru…disuruh apa di baru konsentrasi.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In English material, he is enough in spoken but structure has a lot of helps. He 
has enough in vocabularies. He likes physical activities and games. When study, 
sometimes he asks to the tutor to take a break in a while. He often is idle, lazy to do a 
lot of work. He is pessimist student. He often feels disable to do the task which is 
given by the tutor. The tutor must push him to study. It is in a line with the tutor’s 
statement. 
“Cenderung pesimis ya, ‘wah aku gak bisa kak’ jadi harus dipush dulu. Dia tengah-
tengah dikelas jadi kadang bagus kadang enggak.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In fact, he often is idle and it same with the questionnaire result that the score 
not high enough. In the questionnaire score, Faqih got 34 for visual, 28 for auditory 
and 40 for kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 68% for visual, 56% for auditory and 
80% for kinesthetic. It shows that there is no significant interval. He got almost the 
lowest score in class for questionnaire. Based on the characteristic that is stated by 
the tutor in interview and the questionnaire result, it can be concluded that Faqih 
Raydassalma Al Fawwaz is kinesthetic learner. 
d. Multiple Sensory Learner 
In fact at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” also was found that have 
multiple sensory learners. Not all of the class in Junior High level that has multiple 
sensory learners. That is just the seventh and ninth grade that has multiple sensory 
students. Those students can learn well and maximize their ability not only in one 
sensory learning style. For knowing the description of kinesthetic learners’ 
characteristics and their styles in study, here the explanation: 
1) The Seventh Grade 
The research investigated that there is multiple sensory style at the seventh grade 
class. There are two students that are included as audio-kinesthetic learners. Those 
are Bernadeth Nova Damarestu Putri and Serafim Karsten Ashteen. Here, the table of 
multiple sensory learners’ indicators of Seventh grade: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.8 The Audio-Kinesthetic Learners’ Indicator of Seventh Grade 
No. Name Indicator 
1. Bernadeth Nova - Sometimes, talk to her self when study. 
- She is good speaker. 
- She has difficulty in structure. 
- She is easily to lose her focus; there is a 
noisy. 
- Listening and speaking, the English 
material that she likes. 
- She prefers to study with display picture or 
demonstration from tutor. 
- She reads by loudly voice. 
- She likes discussion. 
- She has a lot of vocabularies. 
- She likes practice. 
- She cannot sit quietly for a while. 
- She likes physical game. 
- She likes role play in study. 
- She is great story teller. 
- She often asks to break for a while in 
study. 
2. Seraphim K.A. - He is little bit fussy. 
- He is good speaker. 
- He can do his work faster than the other. 
- He prefers to study with display picture or 
demonstration from tutor. 
- He reads by loudly voice. 
- He has enough vocabularies. 
- He likes practice. 
- He cannot sit quietly for a while. 
- He likes physical game. 
- He often asks to break for a while in study. 
- He has a lot of non-academic activities. 
- He is confidence. 
 
a) Bernadeth Nova Damarestu Putri 
Nova is an active girl. She likes study by practice directly. She also likes 
discussion with the other friends. She likes to tell all about her experience to her 
friend. Therefore, Speaking is one of material that she likes. It is in line with the tutor 
statement. 
 
“Speaking bagus tapi kita telaah lagi untuk grammarnya gak bagus.”  
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
Nova is fluency speaker in daily context (informal). She studied it from movie 
or song. She likes to imitate what she watches or what she hears. From that, she 
studies and memorizes a lot of vocabularies. For grammar, she still has weakness 
while for speaking or writing. In right formula or structure for writing, she needs a 
help. It is also stated by the tutor on her statement. 
“…apa ya kak ngluarin apa aja yang ada dipikiran dia aja. Dia imitate dari film-
film yang dia tonton.  Jadi kata-kata yang dia keluarin diadobsi dari film-film 
sebenarnya itu bagus tapi untuk mengerjakan soal kayak masih banyak kurang nya.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
She easily understands what the tutor instructs just by listen. She also likes role 
play for learning. She wearisome if the tutor just explains without demonstrate, 
picture or play some games. It is proved from her questionnaire’s answer, she chose 
strongly agree for question ‘you like study by role play’ and ‘you like study by 
practice’.  It can be seen in appendix. 
In the questionnaire score, Nova has 38 for visual, 48 for auditory and 48 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 76% for visual, 96% for auditory and 96% for 
kinesthetic. Based on observations and the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in 
interview that explained above and the questionnaire result, it can be concluded that 
Bernadeth Nova Damarestu Putri is audio-kinesthetic learner. 
 
 
b) Serafim Karsten Ashteen 
Serafim is an active student. In non academic, Serafim joins some course, such as 
music, drummer course, sport and sometimes he performances in little or big show in 
Solo. It is in a line with the tutor statement 
“Kalau Afim dia itu super aktif jadi banyak maunya gitu, kayak suka fotografi, footsal, 
traveling, suka drum cari sekolah yang dia lebih didenger.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
In learning, he can do his work faster than the other friends. He is easy to 
understand about what the tutor explains. He is smart student. He is certain does his 
work well. When he does not understand he will ask without any shy to the tutor to 
explain more. Serafim is able to explain detail to his friends. He likes physical activities. 
He also one of students that makes the class feel happy. Those are appropriate with the 
tutor’s statement. 
“Afim itu aktif, dia itu paling aktif jadi disuruh bikin apa, bikin apa, bikin apa dia 
kerjain habis itu udah. Afim itu emang…dia juga salah satu pendongkrak kelas tujuh 
dimana kelas tujuh bisa lumayan menonjol dari kelas lain.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
Afim is perfect almost in all of aspect. He is confidence. He ever got ‘student of 
the month’. That is educational reward or appreciation for student who has good 
achievement in a month from “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. It is in a line 
with the tutor statement. 
 
 
“Walaupun nilainya gak bagus banget tapi dia kita beri gelar ‘student of the month’ 
jadi pemantik buat dia, jadi dia ngerasa sekolah itu memberi appresiasi buat dia terus 
dia mesti memberikan apa untuk sekolah.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
Even though like that, sometimes he makes his tutor so angry because when the 
tutor explain about the material, he talks to himself and little bit fussy. Sometimes he 
does not come as he like and there is no reason of it. Afim has a lot of vocabularies such 
as zaky. He is good enough in formula while written or oral, but still has mistake in 
several formulas or structures. He is good enough in spelling. He likes read but not too 
much. He likes read with louder voice. It is in a line with the tutor’s statement. 
“Dia walaupun anaknya bukan nakal ya kak, maksudnya pikirannya terbagi banyak 
tapi dia masih peduli sama pelajaran. Dan dia memang bener walaupun tidak 
dikumpulin tapi dia tetep ngerjain, temen-temenya cuma nulis dia tetep ngerjain. Kalau 
Afim bagus.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
In the questionnaire score, Serafim got 40 for visual, 44 for auditory and 44 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 80% for visual, 88% for auditory and 88% for 
kinesthetic. It shows there is no significant interval. There is no highest score or lowest 
score. He has same score for auditory and kinesthetic. Based on observations and the 
characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview that explained above and the 
questionnaire result, it can be concluded that Serafim Karsten Ashteen is audio-
kinesthetic learner. 
2) The Eighth Grade 
In fact, the finding of Eighth grade class about multiple sensory learners, there is 
no one of students that has tendency as multiple sensory learner. Most of them are 
visual learners. The other is kinesthetic learners. Such as Sheilma, she is seen has 
multiple styles in her learning but after observed again, she is visual learner.  
3) The Ninth Grade 
The research investigated that there is multiple sensory style at the seventh grade 
class. There is one student that is included as audio-kinesthetic learners. He is 
Abednego Aditama. Here, the indicator’s table of Abed: 
Table 4.9 The Audio-Kinesthetic Learners’ Indicator of Ninth Grade 
 
No. Name Indicator 
1. Abednego A. - Sometimes, talk to him self when study. 
- He has difficulty in structure. 
- He is easily to lose her focus; there is a 
noisy. 
- He prefers to study with display picture or 
demonstration from tutor. 
- He reads by loudly voice. 
- He likes discussion. 
- He likes practice. 
- He cannot sit quietly for a while. 
- He likes physical game. 
- He likes role play in study. 
- He often asks to break for a while in study. 
- He studies as he wants. 
- He is the slowest student to do his work. 
 
Abednego Aditama 
Based on the tutor’s statement, Abed is more mature than the other friends in his 
class. In learning English, he is good enough especially speaking. He likes physical 
activities when studying. He also likes role play for studying. He prefers to practice than 
just listens the tutor’s explanation without practice. Even though like that, he has 
difficulty for concentration when studying. He is more active and often cannot sit in 
silent for long time. It is in a line with tutor’s statement. 
“Kalau Abed itu dia kan…secara umur dia paling dewasa, jadi ketika dia lagi kenak 
dewasanya istilahnya dia bisa. Ngepake ‘iya ya kak aku tau’ itu dia bisa tapi kadang 
ketika sak karepe dewe ya dia keluar kelas semaunya sendiri.”  
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
That is why he is slowest student that the other in ninth grade class. He is almost 
the last student when submitted the task. He is good in telling story than writing it. He 
needs full help for grammar. He can write English by Google translate. For 
vocabularies, he needs a help for memorizing them. 
“Kalau untuk materi dia ketika mengerjakan itu selalu paling terakhir tapi meskipun 
saya keluar kelas dia pada intinya tetep mengumpulkan itu. Kalau grammar sama 
sekali dia gak menguasai jadi ya apa yang ada di google translate ya itu dia bakal 
nulis.” 
(Mrs. Nindi, the ninth grade English tutor) 
 
In the questionnaire score, Abed got 46 for visual, 50 for auditory and 50 for 
kinesthetic. In percent, it becomes 92% for visual, 100% for auditory and 100% for 
kinesthetic. There are two styles that got highest score, auditory and kinesthetic. Based 
on the characteristic that is stated by the tutor in interview and the questionnaire result, 
it can be concluded that Abednego Aditama is audio-kinesthetic learner. 
2. The Internal Factors of Students’ English Learning Styles 
The internal factors can be an influence in strength or weakness of every students 
self.  There are multiple intelligences, motivation interest, attitude, aptitude, physical 
condition and/or else. Every student of course has internal factor that influence in 
learning, but sometimes it is covered by the other factors. It is in a line with the 
counselor’s statement. 
“kalau kita disini tidak hanya melihat dari sisi intelegensinya saja ya kak, kita juga 
memperhatikan faktor-faktor yang lain apa yang membangun karakteristik atau gaya 
anak itu dalam belajar.” 
(Miss Esthi, the “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” counselor) 
 
Based on the counselor, such as Sheilma in eighth grade class actually she has 
talent to write some stories. It was known in recently year. It shows that for investigating 
internal factors, a researcher or teacher has to do research and investigate in a long 
periods not only in a month or several months until the data filled. Here the following 
internal factors that were investigated and found by the researcher at Junior High level at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”: 
a. Psychology Aspects 
1) High motivation in learning 
One of psychology factors that influence the students’ learning is their 
interest or motivation. In fact at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, almost 
all of the students have high and good interest in the learning process. The high 
interest or motivation is the one of internal factors that has positive impact for them 
in learning English. Especially for English material, it relates to their daily life. It is 
in a line with the tutor’s statement. 
“…secara keseluruhan mereka tuh sebenarnya kalau untuk belajar bahasa Inggris 
seneng, fun karena kebanyakan memang sudah menyentuh ke kehidupan sehari-
hari mereka…” 
(Miss Mimi, the Seventh English tutor) 
 
The high interest appears from them with or without factor from outside. Even 
though every student has some difficulties in learning but they have high motivation to 
study more and more. For example, even though the other also has high interest in 
English, Nova and Sarafim more having highest interest in English. It is proved by their 
attitude in class. They are more active than other friends. They are so confidence and 
curious to know more and more. They enjoy with the class and often ask if they do not 
understand. 
They also do their work especially English material well. They can do the task 
faster than the others friends. Sarafim also has high interest not only in academic but 
also non-academic such as music, footsal, drum, photography and more. It is in a line 
with the tutor’s statement. 
“Kalau Afim dia itu super aktif jadi banyak maunya gitu, kayak suka fotografi, footsal, 
traveling, suka drum cari sekolah yang dia lebih didenger.” 
(Miss Mimi, the Seventh English tutor) 
 
The others, almost all of them even their score are not high but their desire to 
study and to understand about something is so high. That is why, they try to learn or 
study in any ways. They will maximize their ability, their style to learn. Such as Yonky, 
Abed and the others in ninth grade students, almost of them also have high motivation 
to study even though each other has different weakness. It is also showed by their 
responsibility to do their work or task well. Those are appropriate with the tutor 
statement. 
“kalau Abed…dia bakal nerusin atau ngumpulin itu siangnya atau besoknya tapi dia 
tetep konsisten, tanggung jawab untuk ngumpulin itu.” 
(Miss Nindi, the Ninth English tutor) 
 
“Kalau kelebihannya dari faktor karakternya dia. Dia itu justru malah tanggung jawab 
untuk ‘ni aku ngerjain ini, ni aku harus selesai’ itu dia ada. Ketika dia ‘Yonky ayo 
dikerjain’ itu dia langsung ngerjain tapi kalau temennya kan kadang susah dikasih 
tau.” 
(Miss Nindi, the Ninth English tutor) 
 
Even though like that, there is also any pessimistic that make the students has 
difficulty to learn. The students have pessimistic are Faqih and Majid, the students of 
ninth grade class. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Faqih itu males, dia anaknya males. Jadi sebenernya dia bisa tapi malesnya itu lho. 
Sering gak masuk, sering telat kalau ya cuman dledar-dleder maksudnya harus bener-
bener dipush dia baru…disuruh apa dia baru konsentrasi.” 
(Miss Nindi, the Ninth English tutor) 
Faqih is so lazy student. Majid still has high orientation with his score. Actually, 
the tutor has to push and force both of them. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Majid itu, jadi ditakut-takuti dengan yang namanya nanti nilai mu jelek gitu dia bisa.” 
(Miss Nindi, the Ninth English tutor) 
2) Attitude  
a) Hyperactive 
Based on observation, usually he tap his desk with his fingers, made a 
sounds while study. David is hyperactive student. He is impatient to do something. 
He has high emotion, he little bit cannot force his emotion. He cannot manage his 
attitude. When speak in front of class he is not competent to do it. In practice, he 
will run, move here and there while waiting for his turn to practice something. 
The other is students who has problem with the emotion and hyperactive is 
Abdul Majid. He is called as clown the class. He is so active. He said a joke and then 
the class will laugh of him. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Dia itu apa ya kayak biang onarnya kelas itu dia, jadi dia nyletuk apa pun bakalan 
jadi rame. Istilahnya badutnya kelas ya, aktif banget.” (Miss Nindi, the Ninth English 
tutor) 
 
b) Introvert 
Several students of junior high level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO 
SOLO” are introvert students. They have passive characteristics than the others. The 
factors influence introvert characteristic usually comes from the students self or it 
comes from external one. Introvert is also included part of multiple intelligence if the 
individu understand well about her or him self, it can called interpersonal. Even, when it 
comes from bad external factors, it can be a barrier for them to learning. 
In HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, there are several students of Junior 
High level have introvert characteristics. They became quiet students than the other 
friends. They are Sheilma, Nadia, Zaky and Afrizal. Almost of them became introvert 
because they have bad experience or trauma in their past. Such as Sheilma, she became 
introvert because she afraid with formal school. She felt bore and did not want to come 
to school. Nadia is also introvert student caused by trauma with other people especially 
with man or male. That made Nadia just stays at home and did not make interaction 
with other. 
The other, they became introvert person because of their teacher in a past. Such 
as Zaky, until now when was asked to speak in front of class, he still afraid. Different 
with Afrizal, he is introvert person because the situation that he has to stay at home 
and does not make interaction with other.  Even though like that, not all of introvert 
students has difficulty in learning. They have good idea to learn and get knowledge 
by many ways.  
3) Aptitude or Talents 
The other psychologies factors that influence the students’ learning are their 
aptitude or talents. The aptitude is included a positive internal factor that makes them 
has good potential to do something. In fact such as Sheilma, even though she has trauma 
in her background but she has capability or talent to write some fiction stories. It is in a 
line with the tutor statement. 
“Sheilma likes writing, reading and also she has high imagination to write…yah…when 
we talk about text, she likes to write some fiction without picture.” 
(Mr. Heru, the Eighth grade English tutor) 
 
He adds, 
“She had written a short story but she did not want to publish it.” 
(Mr. Heru, the Eighth grade English tutor) 
 
The other is Sarafim. He also has a lot of potential. He has many things that he 
wants to do. That makes him has to dispense his time well. It is in a line with the tutor 
statement. 
“Kalau Afim dia itu super aktif jadi banyak maunya gitu, kayak suka fotografi, footsal, 
traveling, suka drum cari sekolah yang dia lebih didenger. Kalau disekolah formalkan 
biasa aja kamu hebat kalau nilai kamu sepuluh kan gitu.” (Miss Mimi, the seventh 
grade English tutor) 
 
The others that have potential in non-academic achievement are Inesta and Nidia. 
They join with dancer group from their school. They are so energetic and interesting 
with dancing. They ever performed to represent their school. It is in a line with the tutor 
statement. 
“…kalau Ines dan Nessa itu aktif di grup tari kak. Mereka juga pernah tampil untuk 
acara se-solo gitu.”  
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
4) Psychology barriers  
a) Autism 
Alan Wijaya is the autism student in Junior High level at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. The “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO 
SOLO” management did an observation and some psychology test for Alan, to know 
whether he is able to follow the regular class or not. In fact after test and observation, 
he was clarified that he could follow the ‘komunitas’ class. His autism was able to 
handle by the management of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” because he 
was in low category of autism or unserious category. It is in a line with the counselor 
statement. 
“Di SMP juga ada yang authis, nah untuk authis kita seleksi dulu kak seberapa sih 
tingkat keauthisannya. Untuk yang dikomunitas selama dia masih bisa mengikuti 
walaupun nanti biasanya kak tutor akan mendampingi terus ya.” 
(Miss Esthi, the counselor of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”) 
 
Even though like that, he has capability to study well.  He is good in writing 
sentences but for complex formula or structure he needs a help. He has enough 
vocabulary, although is not as good as Zaky. For vocabulary, Alan is under Zaky’s 
ability to memorize vocabularies. It is also stated by the tutor in her statement 
“Dia itu kreatif, vocabnya banyak banget kak kalau boleh saya bilang dia itu 
menguasai vocab kedua setelah zaky.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
He has high motivation or fancy to study. Even, sometimes he came so late 
to the class. He always comes to study and seldom absent. Those are the strength of 
Alan Wijaya. His weakness is just about his autism.   
b) Trauma 
Trauma is also biggest factor that caused the psychology’s students. It is 
included one of psychology barriers. Several students in Junior High level have 
trauma in their background. Such as Zaky, he has trauma with his old school 
especially with the teacher. He had been yelled by his teacher and it still made him 
afraid until now. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Kalau Zaky ya karena itu dia ada trauma dengan sekolah formal. Takut salah kak 
soalnya dulu pernah ada kasus pas dia salah dibentak gurunya jadi masih kebawa 
sampai kesini.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
Nadia, she has low mentality; it means she also has trauma in the past. She 
cannot make an interaction with strange people or does not know the people yet. 
Nadia has trauma with other people so she just at home and little bit stay away with 
other people. That makes Nadia is smart in passive English. Those are in a line with 
the tutor statement. 
“Takut, apa-apa takut karena dia basiknya pernah ada trauma dengan orang. Jadi 
Nadia kan DL nya ambil tutor cewek dan ketika lama gak ketemu dengan saya itu buat 
mecahin lagi itu perlu waktu lagi, kayak dia itu trauma dengan orang dengan laki-laki 
jadi dia maunya dengan yang cewek.  
 
She adds, “Takut orang banyak atau gimana. Sebenernya sih secara fisik secara IQ dia 
gak ada kendala.” 
(Miss Nindi, the Ninth English tutor) 
 
That is almost same with Sheilma, in the past she also has trauma especially in 
formal school. There is a feeling that makes her does not want to go to school. That 
makes her little bit keep hidden with the outside. She is in ‘komunitas’ class now and 
more open minded with other friends. Even though, she prefers to write something than 
speak up in front of people. Those are appropriate with the tutor statement. 
“Why she choose this school because something, she feels boring maybe. She should 
wake up early and have to come I don’t know. If she wants to come she will come.” 
(Mr. Heru, the Eighth grade English tutor) 
He adds, 
“Sheilma’s background I get information from her father and her uncle that sheilma is 
‘aneh’ in the first year when she was in Mts N 1 Surakarta, she came regulary, she felt 
boring and I don’t know why she like that.” (Mr. Heru, the Eighth grade English tutor) 
 
In ninth grade class also has two students that have trauma with their teacher in 
the last school. There are Risang and Abed. That makes them little bit afraid with 
teacher and other people. Abed has trauma with English material, according to the tutor 
maybe that caused by the English teacher in his old school. It is in a line with the tutor 
statement. 
“Dan untuk kemampuan…karena dia dulu SD nya pernah trauma dengan yang 
namanya bahasa Inggris, jadi dia sempet gak mau sekolah beberapa tahun karena yang 
namanya pelajaran bahasa Inggris itu, mungkin takut gurunya.” (Miss Nindi, the Ninth 
English tutor) 
 
That makes Abed does his English work as him like. Even though like that, he 
has good responsibility to finish his work even he is the last. Risang also has trauma 
with his last teacher and then he move to “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. 
For the first time, he is so quiet. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Kalau untuk Risang itu backgroundnya…trauma dengan guru kemudian kelas tujuh 
dia pindah kesini tapi DL. Sewaktu DL itu dia diem banget anaknya, dia bakalan diem 
gak respon apapun, mau kita ngapain pokoknya dia diem.” 
(Miss Nindi, the Ninth English tutor) 
 
b. Physical Aspects 
1) Health condition 
In general, all of the grades in Junior High level do not have a big problem with 
their physical. They are in health condition. The students ever sick once or twice but 
that is usual and not a big problem for them.  
“He will absent when he is sick or his body not fit. But he is in good condition he will 
always come to this class.” 
(Mr. Heru, the Eighth grade English tutor) 
Sometimes, the students absent from the class because any event or they just do 
not want to come. They are seldom to absent except sick or feel their body is not fit. In 
physiology or physical aspect, the students are in normal and good condition. That 
makes them do not have any constraint in learning. 
2) Trouble in Hearing Sense 
In physiology or physical aspect, there are two students who have problem in 
their hearing’s sense since they were babies, so they have to use hearing aid. There are 
Inesta and Nidia, if Inesta has trouble in right ear while Nidia has trouble in left ear. It 
is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Ines dan Nessa memang kurang dalam pendengaran jadi kalau dikelas yang banyak 
pasti terganggu kak. She adds, kalau Ines dan Nessa emang harus agak keras 
suaranya.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
That instead makes them to be careful listener and rely on their hearing sense 
more than their sight. They still able to follow the lesson well even sometimes the 
tutor has to repeat what about they explanation. 
3. The External Factors of Students’ English Learning Styles 
The external factors also has important role. Like an internal factors, the external 
factors also become an influence in strength or weakness of every students self. 
Sometimes internal or external factors complete each other to build the students’ 
characteristics in learning. Here the following internal factors that were investigated by 
researcher at Junior High level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”: 
a. Social environment aspects 
1) Families’ Support 
In “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, family or parent is the 
important person who support and influence the students in learning. Actually, the 
parents are the first people who support and curious about their children. They want 
to know the education, talent, and/or the characteristics of their child. For ‘distant 
learning’ students, the biggest social environment is also from their families. 
When their children has trouble with their learning, the parents have active role 
to help their children with the away that they can. They try to get the school which can 
facilitate their children to study and improve their potential with different background 
that formal school does not has capability to facilitate them. It is in a line with the 
counselor statement. 
“Firstly her father was confused how to facilite Sheilma, so by some information he got 
I think he thought that homeschooling will be able to facilitate Sheilma.” 
(Mr. Heru, the Eighth grade English tutor) 
 
Based on interview with the counselor, there is no one of the students that their 
background came from broken home or parents’ divorce.  Actually, the parents just try 
knowing about their children want or the way of learning after register to the 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Justru disini orang tua baru mencari tahu anak saya itu seperti apa sih belajarnya, 
kok dia gak bisa disekolah formal, kok nilainya turun, kok sering gak masuk sekolah ya 
kak, nah itu nanti baru kita gali.” (Miss Esthi, the Counselor of “HOMESCHOOLING 
KAK SETO SOLO”) 
 
She adds, 
 
“…ada pertumuan tiap semester atau tiap bulan untuk mengetahui perkembangan 
anak, jadi orang tua gak bisa terus lepas begitu saja ya. Nah orang tua juga harus aktif 
ya.” (Miss Esthi, the Counselor of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”) 
 
In “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, the parents have to active to 
understand about the progress of their children. The parents do not get permission to 
leave them without nearing or do not care with them. They cannot hand over all of their 
children’s problems to the “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. 
2) Friends or good social relationship 
Social relationship is also the important thing of social environment factor. 
Friends are the positive but it can be negative contribution for learning. In example in 
seventh grade class, they always keep interaction and communication not only in school 
but also in outside. Their way is play together after school. They also make group 
discussion by their social media or give a hand each other if there is friend need a help. 
There is no individualist in seventh grade class and it also gives positive impact in their 
learning. It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Kelas tujuh ini dibanding kelas-kelas lain lebih ‘aman’ dalam artian anak-anaknya itu 
welcome banget dengan tutor-tutor yang lain. Jadi kelas tujuh ini memang favorit kalau 
menurut saya. Kalau ada tugas mereka mengerjakan dengan rapi.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
Even though like that, for discussion if there is no one who triggers the 
discussion, the discussion will not run well. The other, if there is a student who makes a 
noise so the other will be noisy too. That is negative impact for them. They will lose 
their focus and the material that has been explained by the tutor will be difficult to them. 
It is in a line with the tutor statement. 
“Diskusi di kelas, nah itu pasti harus ada pemantiknya dikelompok itu. Misalkan 
supaya Alan sama Zaky bisa ngomong banyak dikasih Afim.” 
(Miss Mimi, the seventh grade English tutor) 
 
For ‘Distant Learning’, social environment has low contribution. It is caused by 
they do not want to make interaction with the other except their family. In fact, social 
environment makes them become introvert person because it contributes negative 
effect such as trauma. Trauma is internal factor that is caused by external factor such 
as bed relation with the teacher, other people or person in their old school such as 
Zaky, Nadia, Sheilma, Abed and Risang. 
b. Non-social environment aspects 
In non-social environment also have some contribution in their learning. Good 
lighting in the class, comfort situation and good temperature that is very noticed at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. A lot of tools or variant designs from the 
tutor to deliver the material also give positive impact in learning. Every class at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” is designed in order to comfort for the 
students while the lesson occur. 
Such as Sheilma, Alan, Mariyam and others visual learners, good lighting make 
their style in learning to be maximal. It can be seen in questionnaire result at appendix 
that the visual learner chose strongly agree with statement ‘you feel disturbed with bright 
lighting or dim lighting’. The other such as David, Faqih, Sarafim and others kinesthetic 
learners, good temperature makes them confort in learning process. It can be seen in 
questionnaire result in appendix that kinesthetic learner chose strongly agree with 
statement ‘you feel disturbed with high temperature or low temperature’. 
 
 
 4. The Dominant English Learning Style in Each Class 
Based on observation, interview and questionnaire, there are a lot of students’ 
learning style. Every class has different learning styles of each student. If there is 
similarity that is just for naming the type of learning style but for specific characteristic 
of course every student has distinction each other. Here the description: 
a. The Seventh Grade 
Table 4.10 The Questionnaire Scores of Seventh Grade 
No. Name Visual Auditory Kinesthetic 
1. Ahmad Zaky Shadiqin 50 38 32 
2. Alan Wijaya 42 34 32 
3. Bernadeth Nova D. Putri 38 48 48 
4. Inesta Riffani 40 46 40 
5. Mariyam Salim Bauzir 50 48 44 
6. Nidia Claressa Kristiadi 32 50 40 
7. Serafim Karsten Ashteen 40 44 44 
 
Based on questionnaire score, it can be seen that seventh grade class has 
varying learning styles. In seventh grade class, the higher score is 50 in percent it 
becomes 100%. The lower score is 32 in percent it becomes 64%. It shows that there 
is no significance distinction value in the interval score. There are three students got 
high score in visual learner. There are two students got high score in auditory learner. 
There is no one got high score in kinesthetic learner. 
In multi-sensory learner, there are two students got high score in auditory 
and kinesthetic learner, it can be called audio-kinesthetic learner. Based on the 
characteristics that got from the observation, interview and questionnaire, it showed 
in seventh grade class students had different characteristics that filled their styles. 
There were three students who had tendency as visual learner. They were Zaky, Alan 
and Mariyam. There were two students who had tendency as auditory learner. They 
were Inesta and Nidia. There was no one who had tendency as kinesthetic, but there 
were two students who had tendency as audio-kinesthetic learner. They were Sarafim 
and Nova.  
It can be concluded that the dominant learning style in seventh grade class is visual 
learner.  
b. The Eighth Grade 
In eighth grade there are four students with different learning styles. There are 
two students ‘komunitas’ they study in class and two students are ‘distant learning’ they 
study in their home. Here the questionnaires result: 
Table 4.11 The Questionnaire Scores of Eighth Grade 
 
No. Name Visual Auditory Kinesthetic 
1. David Riyadi 44 36 50 
2. Sheilma ‘Arivah Z. 42 24 24 
3. Nadia Willyanto  48 36 32 
4. Afrizal Satria K.  50 38 22 
 
Based on questionnaire score, it can be seen that eighth grade class has varying 
learning styles. In eighth grade class, the higher score is 50 in percent it becomes 100%. 
The lower score is 22 in percent it becomes 44%. It shows that there is significance 
distinction value in the interval score. The interval is almost 60% from the lower score 
to the higher. There are three students got high score in visual learner. There is no one 
got high score in auditory learner. There is one student got high score in kinesthetic 
learner. In multi-sensory learner, there is no one has tendency as multi-sensory learner.  
Based on the characteristics that got from the observation, interview and 
questionnaire, it showed in eighth grade class students had different characteristics that 
filled their styles. There were three students who had tendency as visual learner. They 
were Nadia, Sheilma and Afrizal. There was no one who had tendency as auditory 
learner. There was one student who had tendency as kinesthetic learner, he was David. 
It can be concluded that the dominant learning style in eighth grade class is visual 
learner. 
c. The Ninth Grade 
In ninth grade there are eight students with different learning styles in class. 
There was no girl in their class. The researcher was disallowed to observe the ninth 
grade class because they had to prepare for National Examination and there was no 
disturbing for them. The researcher got the data just by interview with the tutor and 
questionnaire result. 
Table 4.12 The Questionnaire Scores of Ninth Grade 
No. Name Visual Auditory Kinesthetic 
1. Abednego Aditama 46 50 50 
2. Abdul Majid F.A. 46 40 48 
3. Elhant Jeffrindo S.B. 44 42 40 
4. Faqih R. Al Fawwaz 34 28 40 
5. Hans P.A. Purnomo 44 40 40 
6. Risang A. J. Winasis 40 42 36 
7. Verrel Wida A. 38 34 42 
8. Yonky Erlando 40 36 38 
 
Based on questionnaire score, it can be seen that ninth grade class has varying 
learning styles. In ninth grade class, the higher score is 50 in percent it becomes 
100%. The lower score is 28 in percent it becomes 56%. It shows that there is 
significance distinction value in the interval score. The interval is almost 50% from 
the lower score to the higher. There are three students got high score in visual. There 
is one student got high score in auditory. There are three students got high score in 
kinesthetic. In multi-sensory learner, there is one student got high score in audio-
kinesthetic. 
Based on the characteristics that got from the observation, interview and 
questionnaire, it showed in ninth grade class students had different characteristics 
that filled their styles. There were three students who had tendency as visual learner. 
They were Jeffrindo, Hans and Yonky. There was one who had tendency as auditory 
learner; Risang. There were three students who had tendency as kinesthetic learner. 
They were Majid, Verrel and Faqih. There was one student who had tendency as 
audio-kinesthetic learner; Abed. It can be concluded that the dominant learning style 
in ninth grade class is kinesthetic learner. 
B. The Discussion 
1. The Homeschoolers’ English Learning Styles 
After got the findings, it can be analyzed there are two tendency to be 
conclusion. First, some characteristics of their learning styles in real situation or 
condition appropriate with learning style theory. Here the discussion: 
a. Visual Learner 
Based on research, almost of junior high level have visual learners and it 
dominates in each class. In seventh grade class there are three visual learners from 
seven students in class. In eighth grade there are three visual learners from four 
students. In ninth grade there are there visual learners from eight students. Why to 
be like that, because in fact the students have same characteristic that tendency in 
visual style. Almost of them more understand and prefer to study by watching 
display picture and demonstrate from tutor than just hearing the tutor explanation. 
That occurs not only from visual learners but also from the other learners; such as 
auditory and kinesthetic also prefer to study with picture or watch demonstrate from 
tutor.  
In fact, some characteristics appropriate with the theory. In Fauziati’s theory 
(2010), one of the characteristic of visual learner is good at spelling. Based on 
observation, characteristics that the tutors’ stated and the questionnaire result, the 
researcher found that visual learner exactly good in spelling. The visual learners in 
each class of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” are dominant smarter than 
the other learner. Even though, they have to learn more in spelling complex word 
but they indicate more understand than the other friends. 
The visual learners prefer to read than hear, bring about their spelling are 
good. They more often read the words so they are easier to memorize those words. 
When they forget the spelling, they will write it to make sure the spelling is correct. 
The other characteristic in visual learner that appropriate with the theory is the 
visual learner prefer to use some picture or more understand when the tutor display 
some picture or demonstrate it. The visual learners have difficulty when study just 
by hearing the tutor explanation. 
It will worse if the tutor does not have variant method or design to teach them. 
Moreover, if the tutor just explain the material orally without write it in board or give 
example and picture. It becomes influential at their achievement if there is no 
transformation from the tutor. Even though like that, they are neat students in having 
clothes and hand writing is orderly. The visual learners are able to write reports well. 
They prefer to write down their experience or stories than tell it orally. 
The weakness of visual learner that had been investigated by the researcher, the 
visual learners at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” also need quiet time to 
study. They are disturbed if there is someone or people do activities nearby when 
they study. The will lose their focus instead watch the people do than study. The 
visual learners also have difficulty when make conversation or speak in front of the 
class. They know about what will they say in their mind but they cannot produce the 
words well. Those all also appropriate with the theory.    
b. Auditory learner 
Based on research, several students are auditory learners. In seventh grade class 
there are two auditory learners from seven students in class. In eighth grade there is 
no student has tendency as auditory learner. In ninth grade there is one auditory 
learner from eight students in class. Based on research, the tendency of auditory style 
lowers than visual style.  
In fact almost of junior high level students are quiet students and more 
maximize their seeing than hearing. Some of them also do not like to speak up in 
front of class or discussion. When the tutor asks to make discussion, there must any 
student become the trigger in order to the others speak up. In fact, there are a lot of 
characteristics of auditory style appropriate with the theory. Based on observation, 
characteristics that the tutors’ stated and the questionnaire result, the researcher 
found that the auditory learners are able to follow the spoken instruction from the 
tutor.  
They able to understand what the tutor explains without write it down in their 
note. They are smarter than the other students in listening. In the theory, the auditory 
learner also has characteristic that they able to develop their vocabularies well. They 
are easier to get a lot of new vocabularies by listening than watching or reading. 
Actually, the like read but not too much like the visual learner. When study they like 
read with louder voice or ask the other to read out loud for them. It is more catching 
than read by them. By having a lot of vocabularies, the auditory learners are smarter 
in spoken language. 
In “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, the auditory learners do not 
afraid to speak in front of class and/or in front of people. They are able to make good 
interaction with other people. They like oral reports. The auditory learners have 
capability to explain in detail. By the characteristics, those are so profitable for them 
to develop their English skill well. In Fauziati’s theory (2010), the auditory learners 
have strong language skills. In fact at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, 
almost of the auditory learners in Junior High level have good capability in their 
language skills, especially English skills. 
The weakness of auditory learners that had been investigated by the researcher, 
the auditory learners will lose their focus if there is noise near them. They will join 
the noise or to the other that is doing conversation and forget their work. Sometimes, 
the auditory learners talk with themselves when study. They will get difficulty to 
catch the material, when the auditory learners just listen what the tutor explains 
moreover if there is some disturbances from the other. Those all also appropriate 
with the theory. 
c. Kinesthetic learner 
Based on research, several students are kinesthetic learners. In seventh grade class 
there is no one has tendency as kinesthetic learner. In eighth grade there is one 
kinesthetic leaner from four students. In ninth grade there are three kinesthetic learners 
from eight students. In fact, some characteristics of kinesthetic learners also appropriate 
with the theory.  
The kinesthetic learners prefer to study by practicing directly. They are able to 
study with practicing the material after the tutor little bit explanation. They are smarter 
to practice orderly than the other. Even, that also gives negative impact. That causes the 
kinesthetic learners become impatient students. When the tutor gives a lot of 
explanation wordy, they are starting to move or annoying to the other.  
When the tutor explains or gives information without using touch and movement, 
the kinesthetic learners will get the difficulty. They understand more in concrete word 
than abstract word. They are able to memorize the concrete words that are existed in 
their daily life. That causes they have lack vocabularies. It also makes them have 
difficulty in spelling. The fact in observation, the kinesthetic learners are hyperactive in 
class. They are very impatient persons. They cannot sit still for long time. Their 
activeness causes them for preferring do physical games than brain games. They often 
bounce their legs while tapping their fingers on the desks. All of those characteristics 
are existed at kinesthetic learners in “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. They 
are disheveled persons. It is similarly with their hand writing. They have disorder hand 
writing. Even though like that, the kinesthetic learners are great in role play, dance or 
the other physical movement. They are also great at sports. The weakness of kinesthetic 
learners that had been investigated by the researcher, they will get difficulty if the tutor 
does not give demonstrate that is manipulated by them. They are not great language 
skills. It causes their achievement in language skills is not great enough. 
Second, the characteristics not always appropriate with the theory. That does not 
close the tendency some of the students’ characteristics not appear in the styles. There 
are some characteristic that students have, do not show their learning style. In example, 
not at all of visual learners’ characteristics existed in visual learners. Several students 
like picture or diagram in study but when are investigated they are auditory learner. 
Some students talk to themselves when study like the auditory learner but when the 
researcher investigated more they is kinesthetic learner. 
Those are caused the students do not know what the specific style they have. 
According to the counselor in “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, that are 
caused by some factors, they do not know the specific style they have or they do not 
maximize the best style that they had been known in study. The students prefer to study 
with the way that they like. Sometimes the students do not care about the benefit or the 
effect of each way that they do in study. In example, they like bounce their legs or tap 
their finger to desks when study but they do not know that are very disturbing for the 
other students. 
d. Multiple Sensory Learner 
Based on research, there are few of students have tendency as multiple sensory 
learners. In “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, their multiple sensory learners 
included as audio-kinesthetic learners. In seventh grade class there are two audio-
kinesthetic learners from seven students in class. In eighth grade there is no one 
tendency as audio-kinesthetic learner. In ninth grade there is one student as audio-
kinesthetic learner from eight students in class. 
After investigation, several students have combination styles. Like a multi-sensory 
learner, they can do anything well by maximize their capability. It is not only in 
certainly characteristics or one style but they are employed it to learn specific material. 
They are able to do several things such as they are good in speaking and writing, they 
have high language skills, they are good in spelling, have a lot of vocabularies, they 
active in non academic activities, etc. 
They are best almost in all characteristics in each learning style. It is appropriate 
to the theory (fauziati 2010) that the learner is able to see, touch, manipulate the 
materials used to present the information and use their body movements, the easier it 
may be for that learner to learn the information. In the “HOMESCHOOLING KAK 
SETO SOLO”, the students who are multiple sensory styles have good achievement in 
their study. They can follow almost all of the design or methods of the tutor in teaching 
learning. In example Serafim, he is almost perfect to do everything. He is faster to finish 
his work than the other. 
Even though like that, in fact there is also multiple sensory student that has lack 
achievement in learning especially English material. Based on questionnaire result, he 
has high and same score in audio and kinesthetic indicator. When was confirmed by the 
tutor, he has lack achievement, the las student to finish his work, he studies like he 
wants. Then the researcher investigated and interviewed deeper to the tutor and actually 
why this student like that because he has trauma and afraid with English material in the 
past. That is why he has lack achievement in English material. So, not at all of multiple 
sensory learners are good in everything. 
 
2. The Internal Factors of Students’ English Learning Styles 
Based on theory, internal factor appears from the students selves. In general, 
internal factors give contribution to build the students’ personality. Psychology aspect, 
intelligence is basic factor in the learning. Even though, that does not appear directly and 
it has to investigate in long durations. Intelligence influences the other internal factors. It 
influences the students’ attitude, their talent or aptitude and their motivation interest in 
learning. The internal factors that appear and the researcher can investigate them directly 
are the students’ interest, attitude and aptitude. 
a. High motivation in learning 
High motivation is basic factor to build the successfulness in learning. What a 
difficulty the material, if the students have high motivation in learning that is going to 
be great achievement. Even, when they have low motivation in learning, what an easy 
material it can be so difficult for them. The high motivation in learning can build not 
only from the students’ selves but also from the teacher or class. Good class design, a 
lot of variations in method are also big contributions to build high motivation and 
interest in learning.   
b. Attitude 
1) Hyperactive 
Hyperactivity is a higher than normal level of activity (Medicinet, 2016). 
People can be described as hyperactive if it is more active than usual. Behavior can 
also be hyperactive. In learning style, hyperactive usually owned by kinesthetic 
learner. In fact, based on research the kinesthetic learner more enthusiastic with 
body movement and touching something in learning. 
They prefer with concret word than abstract one. When study in class they 
like to make a noisy or some sounds with their finger, pen and else. The weakness 
of hyperactive students, they will easy to lose their focus and prefer to run over or 
move here and there. Their strength, they are easy and like to follow some practice 
moreover physical activities. 
2) Introvert 
Introvert is an attitude where the person derive their energy from the internal 
world, seeking privacy and tending to have just a few friendship, which are often 
very deep (Fauziati, 2010). Commonly, they like to be quiet, talk less, prefer in 
individual work, reading or writing assignments. Introvert is also owned by 
individual when they get bad experience or trauma with something or someone. 
Even though like that, not at all of the introvert students become a weak person.  
In “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, the students have tendency as 
visual learner several from them are introvert person. That is not the barrier from 
them; they can show their talents by writing stories or drawing some picture, such 
as Sheilma, Afrizal, Zaky and Nadia. They smart in passive skill likewise in 
English material.  
c. Aptitude or Talents 
According to Tedjasaputra (in Putra 2013: 19) gifted is someone condition with 
education and exercise to reach ability, knowledge and specific skill. Gifted without 
education and exercise is never appear and become nothing. Aptitude will appear and 
become a talent if it always filed down with knowledge or exercise and directed in 
right way.  
d. Psychology barriers 
1) Autism 
Autism is a psychology barrier that appear from inside. Handriami (2002) 
autism is nuisance of brain in analysis, social interaction and communication. This 
nuisance causes the autism children difficult to communicate with other and 
interaction with out world. There are weird movements to respon something.  
 
In fact, at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” especially in junior 
high level, there is one student that is investigated as autis. After tested by 
councelor and psychologist, he is able to follow the other friends in class to study. 
Moreover, the tutor has to explain more for him. He is quieter than other. When the 
others try to communicate with him, they have to repeat again and again until he 
understands.  
2) Trauma 
Trauma is a condition where the people have shock in their psychology or mental. 
Trauma is an internal factor that causes by outside impact. Several students in 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” has trauma in their past. Usually, the 
students who have trauma become introvert person. They have tendency as visual 
learners. They prefer to hide from the other people. Some of them still bring their 
trauma until now. Even, there is also the student can pass the trauma and more open 
minded with other friends. 
 
Physiology aspect, in “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” all of the students 
are in healthy condition. Health condition is an important thing in learning. When the 
students feel unwell or sick they will difficult to focus and understand in learning. They 
prefer to sleep or absent from class to bed rest. Based on observation or interview, there is 
no one who has illness. 
There are also students who have trouble with hearing sense. It happened when they 
were babies. Even though like that, it does not make them pessimistic to study. That 
makes them able to maximize their capability in learning. 
 3. The External Factors of Students’ English Learning Styles 
Based on theory, external factors also give a lot of contribution in their learning. In 
social environment is very important factor. By supporting from their family, their friends 
or the others people, they can study well and do the best for their education. For students 
who have trauma, social environment is also a cause of disturbance mental that happen 
with them. Even though like that, those could be handled by management of 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. In “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
there is no student who has problem with their social environment, except for introvert 
students. Introvert students do not able to interact with other people. They just trust and 
interact with their families and the tutor who teach them. 
In non-social environment, there are no facilities in the school or in home that can 
disturb their learning. Good lighting, good temperature, a lot of methods from tutor make 
them able to maximize their capability in learning. “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO 
SOLO” tries to give facilities that can support their students in studying. By good 
facilities, it is hoped the learning process will run well. 
 
4. The Dominant English Learning Style in Each Class 
Based on the findings, it can be concluded that the dominant learning styles at 
Junior High level class is visual style or visual learner. The visual learners dominant in 
Junior High level at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” although in real do not 
dominant in getting achievement of their grade at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO 
SOLO”. Why to be like that, because the biggest part from them is introvert students and 
maximize their seeing sense than hearing sense. They prefer to study with some pictures 
or diagrams. The biggest part of students do not able to study without demonstrate from 
the tutor. 
When the tutor just explains in spoken without write or display the visual aids, they 
have difficulty. They do not talk too much although notice or watch more of what the 
other do. That become boomerang for them when study there are some people do 
activities near them. They will lose their focus instead watch the people do than study. 
That is also caused by their internal and/or external factors. The weakness, when 
examination there is no display picture or demonstrate from tutor they cannot do the 
examination well. Even like that, the strength they are great seeing. They can learn just by 
seeing something or picture from material. 
 CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
A. Conclusions 
Based on the data analysis, finally the researcher comes to some conclusions. 
First, there are some learning styles of Junior High level students at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”. The learning styles are visual style, 
auditory style, kinesthetic style and audio-kinesthetic style (multiple sensory styles). 
Even though like that, not all of the classes have all of the learning styles.  
In seventh grade class, there are seven students. They have three visual learners, 
two auditory learners and two audio-kinesthetic learners. There is no one of the seventh 
grade student has tendency as kinesthetic learner. In eighth grade class, there are four 
students (two are in regular class and two are in distant learning). There are three visual 
learners and one kinesthetic learner. There is no one of the eighth grade student has 
tendency as auditory learner.  
In ninth grade class, there are eight students. They have three visual learners, one 
auditory learner and three kinesthetic learners. For multiple sensory learner, they have 
one student as audio-kinesthetic learner. There are same learning styles but each student 
has different characteristics of their styles. It means that Junior High level students at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” individually have their own characteristics.  
Second, based on research there are some internal factors of learning. Those 
factors are influencing the students’ English learning style. In psychology aspect, there 
are high motivation in learning, autism, trauma, aptitude or talents and hyperactive. In 
physiology aspect, there are health condition and trouble in hearing sense.  
Third, based on research there are some external factors of learning. Those factors 
are influencing the students’ English learning style. In non-social environment aspect, 
there are good lighting, good temperature, comfort design and varieties of tutor 
methods. In social environment aspect, there are families’ support and social 
relationship. 
Four, based on research in seventh grade class have three visual learners, two 
auditory learners and two audio-kinesthetic learners. So, the dominant style in seventh 
grade class is visual style. In eighth grade class, the dominant style is also visual style. 
From the finding, there are three visual learners and one kinesthetic learner. In ninth 
grade class, there is same value for visual and kinesthetic; each of them has three 
learners. For auditory, there is one student and audio-kinesthetic has one learner. In 
conclusion from all of the classes, the dominant students’ English learning style of 
Junior High level students at “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” is visual style. 
 
 
 
 
B. Suggestions 
Related to the students’ English learning style of Junior High level students at 
“HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, the researcher offers some suggestions for 
English tutors, students and “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” as follows: 
1. For Students 
The researcher hopes this research can make students aware of their learning styles. The 
researcher hopes they can investigate or understand more about their learning style. By 
aware of their learning style, they can maximize their own style to learn English well. 
2. For English tutors 
The researcher hopes that the tutors can give variations methods or strategies to teach 
their students. Moreover, the students do not bore with the monotone methods or 
strategies, indirectly it also help them to be understand and aware of their learning 
styles.  
3. For “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
The researcher suggests making or giving some facilities more to support the learning 
process.  Hopefully, it can be the helper for students to maximize their own style in 
learning and show their talents. So, their achievement can be the best.  
4. For the researchers 
The result of this research can be used for further research in learning style aspect or for 
reference in further research of learning style. It also can motivate other researcher to 
explore deeply about learning style. 
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THE SOURCE OF RESEARCH 
 
A. The Questions for Interview 
The researcher focus in giving some questions to the manager, counselor, tutor and 
parents of students at Homeschooling Kak Seto Surakarta, they are: 
1. The profile of Homeschooling Kak Seto Surakarta 
a.  
2. The Homeschoolers’ background 
3. The Homeschoolers’ English learning styles 
4. The Internal factors of Homeschoolers’ English Learning Styles 
5. The External factors of Homeschoolers’ English Learning Styles 
B. The Indicator of Questionnaire 
C. The Data for Observation 
D. The Data for Document Study 
FIELD NOTE RESEARCH 
A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS’ ENGLISH LEARNING STYLES 
(A Case Study at Junior High Students of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” in 
Second Semester of Academic Year 2015/2016) 
 
Activities : Interview I 
Topic  : The Profile of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Date  : 9 November 2015 
Time  : 08.45 – 09.30 am 
Place  : House II of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Heny Erna Setyawati, S.Sos  
 
The researcher arrived in House two of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
approximately at 08.45 am. After that, the researcher prepared all of the utensils to support the 
interview with the personnel manager of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, such as 
notebook, black ink ballpoint, questions that has correlate with the topic and the tape recorder 
for a while waiting for the personnel manager.  
Here, the complete of the interview: 
QW: Bagaimana sejarah dari HSKS Solo? 
HE:  Untuk visi misi liat dibrosur ya kak. Dari HSKS pusat dulu ya, pertama kali 
Homeschooling berdiri itu ketika kak seto menyelenggarakan untuk ketiga putrinya, 
kemudian kesulitan itu muncul ketika anak-anaknya mau kuliah. Tidak seperti di eropa 
yang bisa kuliah tanpa ijazah SMA ya mereka cukup dengan ujian dari kampus 
tersebut, di Indonesia ini jika ingin masuk kuliah ya harus ada ijazah, nah karena itu 
kak seto memberikan wadah untuk anak-anak yang ingin belajar dirumah namun juga 
mendapat pengakuan dengan ijazah yang dikeluarkan Homeschooling dan juga ijazah 
yang dikeluarkan oleh pemerintah yang setara dengan paket. Kalau SD ya paket A, 
SMP paket B dan SMA paket C sehingga digunakan untuk penyetaraan dan bisa untuk 
kuliah. Kemudian untuk Solo ini adalah cabang ke 4 dari HSKS Semarang, kemudian 
kami membuat jajak pendapat atau angket untuk mengetahui bagaimana sih kepedulian 
atau ketertarikan masyarakat Solo dengan Homeschooling ini. Waktu itu fokus kita 
hanya mengirimkan angket ke tempat-tempat kursus seperti les musik, les-les tari 
dengan pertanyaan apakah sudah pernah mendengar homeschooling, dan semacamnya 
yang berhubungan dengan pengenalan homeschooling. Ternyata mereka sangat 
antusias, kemudian kita diminta untuk mencari lokasi yang memiliki standar 
kenyamanan untuk belajar, itu sekitar tahun 2010 awal. 
QW: Kenapa tidak menjadi satu rumah? 
HE: Dulunya jadi satu rumah, namun semakin banyaknya siswa kita membuat rumah ke dua. 
Kemudian kita diresmikan oleh Kak Seto dan bapak walikota Solo pada tanggal 15 Mei 
2010, sebelum kita dibuka sebenarnya kita sudah punya murid, kita dari HS pusat ada 
murid dari solo kemudian ada juga yang setelah mendengar baru ikut disini dengan 
bermacam-macam latar belakang ya. Dulu sistem kita tidak seperti sekarang, dulu itu 
waktu belajar kita hanya tiga hari dalam seminggu, namun sekarang untuk yang SMP 
SMA menjadi 5 hari dan SD tetap tiga hari. Dengan dua hari itu digunakan untuk 
pengembangan skill dan bakat mereka misalnya pendidikan karakter, cara makan, toilet 
training dan kegiatan intra lain. 
QW:  Kemudian untuk fasilitas dari HSKS sendiri ada apa saja? 
HE:  Kita disini ada tiga gedung, rumah satu untuk kantor, rumah dua untuk SD, rumah tiga 
untuk SMP SMA, kita sediakan wifi untuk masing-masing rumah, untuk secara material 
kita punya LCD proyektor walaupun bergiliran, kemudian ruang kelas ber-AC, ada 
sekitar 15 ruang kelas, kemudian tidak hanya dikelas kita juga punya seperti taman-
taman agar tidak belajar dikelas saja. Kemudian kita memberikan kegiatan ekstra 
seperti footsall, renang, tari, teater, fotografi, music, dan yang lain sedangkan kalau 
intranya seperti kerohanian, olahraga, bimbingan konseling dan yang lain karena untuk 
masuk ke jenjang selanjutnya nilai-nilai kegiatan tersebut juga dipertanyakan. 
QW:  Kurikulumnya seperti apa? 
HE:  Kurikulum kita ikut KTSP dengan materi yang lebih sedikit tidak sebanyak di sekolah 
formal agar tidak terlalu menekan mereka dan pembelajaran menjadi lebih efektif. 
Misalnya saja kalau disekolah formal matematika bisa seminggu tiga kali kalau disini 
tetap satu pelajaran satu kali. Kemudian tutor juga harus membuat lesson plan dan 
bahan ajar. Dan metode mereka tidak boleh selalu ceramah tapi harus kreatif sehingga 
mampu menyajikan banyak metode untuk anak-anak agar tidak bosan. Untuk anak-
anak yang memiliki kesulitan belajar entah karena fisik atau mental, kita mempunyai 
kurikulum modifikasi dimana kurikulum ini kita turunkan satu langkah dibawah KTSP 
jadi misalkan kelas 8 harusnya sudah bisa menulis cerita pengalaman pribadi namun 
karena anak tersebut ada gangguan ya kita tidak bisa memaksakan dan kita turunkan 
levelnya dengan belajar vocab dulu atau kalimat-kalimat yang sederhana dulu seperti 
itu. 
QW: Kemudian kualifikasi untuk menjadi tutor HSKS seperti apa? 
HE: Tidak harus cumlaude, tidak harus lulus dulu bisa untuk mahasiswa semester akhir. Yang 
penting punya tekat untuk mengajar karena disini pendidikan inklusi ya jadi pasti 
memang berat, tapi tergantung tekat kita sebagai pengajar. Kita juga tidak boleh 
mengatakan bahwa anak disini beda tapi kita meyakini bahwa setiap anak itu unik.  
QW:  Bagaimana dengan anak yang kesulitan belajar? 
HE:  Nah itu tadi, tutor harus punya metode untuk setiap anak. Misalnya saja satu kelas ada 
lima anak tentu mereka mempunyai keunikan yang berbeda-beda, jadi bagaimana 
pintarnya tutor untuk membuat materi itu mudah untuk dimengerti oleh anak. Ada 
dalam satu kelas itu dua tutor yang satu sebagai tutor bantu ya, jadi tutor utama tetap 
yang paling berperan sedangkan tutor kedua membantu agar anak itu tetap fokus dalam 
pelajaran.  
QW: Bagaimana hubungan HSKS dengan sekolah formal yang lain dalam hal penerimaan 
alumnusnya? 
HE:  Baik, misalnya saja anak kita ingin pindah ke sekolah formal ya itu bisa, karena itu tadi 
kita sudah punya ijazah yang setara. Kemudian anak-anak kita juga berhubungan 
dengan baik dengan anak-anak disekolah lain. Mereka dapat berteman di les-les atau 
group-group yang mereka ikuti. Murid-murid kita juga banyak kok kak yang diterima 
dan melanjutkan di universitas yang baik seperti UNS, UII, UGM, dan yang lainnya. 
QW : Bagaimana pandangan masyarakat? 
HE : Dari masyarakat sangat mendukung, tapi biasanya pertanyaan yang paling banyak 
malah dari orang tua siswa, kok sedikit pelajarannya gitu, ya itu sebenernya kita cari 
maunya anak itu bagaimana kemudian kita juga tidak mau menekan anak hanya untuk 
kognitifnya ya, kita juga mencari bakat-bakat anak-anak tersebut. Nah agar para orang 
tua paham satu pemahaman dengan kita, maka kita harus tetap melibatkan orang tua 
dalam pembelajaran seperti parenting, parent conseling, gathering dan yang lain 
seperti itu.  
QW : Nah masuk kemateri saya, cara mengetahui gaya belajar tiap anak dari 
homeschooling cara unntuk mengetahuinya seperti apa? 
HE : Kita bahas dari awal masuk ya, untuk awal masuk kita cari kesepakatan dulu dengan 
orang tua kalau belajar di homeschooling begini begini gitu. Terus kita beri 
kesempatan anak untuk ikut trial ya kak. Trial ini percobaan untuk ikut belajar dikelas 
dengan masa tiga hari. Nah tiga hari ini kita manfaatkan betul-betul dengan cara wali 
kelas dan counselor mengobservasi si anak ini. Nah setelah tiga hari ini kita 
kembalikan lagi ke anak dan orang tua bagaimana suka atau tidak, nyaman atau tidak 
dengan cara pembelajaran kami. Kalau suka baru pemberian formulir kemudian ada 
konseling dari kita. Di konseling ini baru kita gali lebih dalam sebenarnya ada apa 
dengan anak ini atau ada masalah apa dirumah, kenapa disuka dihomeschooling dan 
bagaimana gaya belajar mereka atau bagaimana cara dia menangkap pelajaran kita 
liat juga dari masa trial tadi. Nah tutor juga kan harus mengobservasi pada saat 
dikelas, baru ketika rapat bersama kita sharing oh ternyata anak ini gaya belajarnya 
begini, belajarnya harus pakai ini harus begini. Setelah semuanya oke, administrasi 
juga oke anak baru masuk kelas dan setelah itu beberapa bulan kemudian kita ada 
konseling lagi dan selanjutnya rutin konseling tiap akhir bulan. 
QW : Disini konselornya ada berapa? 
HE : Disini konselornya ada satu, tapi untuk kerjasama dengan psikolog kita ada dua. Dua 
psikolog itu rutin datang untuk mengadakan konseling. Sedangkan untuk harian kita 
punya satu konselor. 
QW : Kemudian ada kemungkinan berarti setiap anak ada yang harus dipandu dengan satu 
tutor? 
HE : Ada, misal dikelas dua SD itu ada yang bener-bener dipandu dengan satu tutor dan 
kurikulumnya juga dimodifikasi atau diturunkan karena dia benar-benar tidak bisa 
mengikuti perkembangan anak seusianya. 
 
That interview ran well. The personnel manager gave the explanations clearly and 
enthusiastically. The interview for that topic finished at 09.30 am. 
 
Activities : Interview II 
Topic  : the ways for investigating students’ learning style 
Date  : 3 March 2016 
Time  : 08.45 – 09.30 am 
Place  : House II of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Esthi Widiyasmurni (counselor) 
The researcher arrived in House two of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
approximately at 09.00 am. After that, the researcher prepared all of the utensils to support the 
interview with the counselor of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, such as notebook, 
black ink ballpoint, questions that has correlate with the topic and the tape recorder for a 
while waiting for the counselor. 
Here, the complete of the interview: 
QW   : Alasan orang tua siswa kenapa memilih belajar disini? 
EW : Untuk alasan orang tua sangat beragam ya kak, ada yang memang dari kemauan 
anaknya pengen sekolah disini dan itu disampaikan langsung ke orang tuanya bahwa 
mereka tidak mampu sekolah disekolah formal atau tidak cocok disana. Ada juga yang 
memang dari SD sudah disini jadi langsung lanjut ke SMP nya. 
QW : Jadi, semua anak bisa sekolah disini? 
EW : Iya, semua anak bisa sekolah disini. Kalau di pusat di Jakarta sana dulu hanya untuk 
anak-anak yang sibuk di non-akademis ya, seperti artis, atlit atau yang lain. Anak itu 
beragam ya, kan ada juga anak yang gaya belajarnya mungkin mereka ada yang tidak 
cocok dengan jadwal sekolah yang materinya terlalu padat, sedangkan untuk bakatnya 
jadi tidak terasah sempurna. Untuk itu orang tua juga berkeinginan agar bakat 
anaknya terasah dengan baik dan anaknya juga enjoy saat belajar. Kalau disekolah 
formal kan pelajarannya terlalu padat ya, untuk SMP itu pelajarannya cuma enam 
mapel UN saja, sedangkan untuk olahraga, keagamaan itu masuk intra jadi terjadwal 
tapi bukan termasuk mapel disini. 
QW : Bagaimana mengetahui karakteristik dalam gaya belajar anak disini? 
EW : Ya, disini kami ada beberapa tes kak untuk mengetahui karakteristik, gaya belajar 
ataupun background anak yang mendaftar. Dari awal sebelum anak masuk sini kita ada 
observasi dulu, kita ada trial selama tiga hari. Ya untuk yang dua kali ini untuk 
observasi dan yang sekali untuk pembekalan akademis dan konseling awal. Nah ketika 
dikelas itu kita bisa menggali seperti apa anak ini belajar, dengan metode ini apa bisa 
seperti itu. Nah kita bisa mengambil data dari wali kelas dan tutor. Nah kalau ada anak 
yang ‘gugup’ maka kita selaku konselor akan terjun langsung untuk membantu. Nah 
nanti anak akan berhadapan langsung dengan saya ketika pembekalan akademik dan 
konseling awal di trial ketiga, nah disitu kan ada sharing, kenapa anak ini ingin belajar 
disini, dulu pembelajaran disekolah seperti apa, dirumah seperti apa nah kita bisa 
menggali dan biasanya dia akan mengutarakan. Terus kemudian kenapa kok disekolah 
formal dia tidak cocok, nah itu semua akan terbuka disitu. Terus kemudian kita juga 
ada konseling dengan orang tua dan anak, jadi nanti ada tiga konseling. 
QW : Cara mengobservasinya itu seperti apa? 
EW : Untuk observasi itu, kita diawal sebelum observasi itu ada untuk mengisi angket ya 
kak, kemudian nanti kita analisa dan kita cocokan dengan  hasil observasi dari wali 
kelas dan tutor. 
QW : Jadi metode belajar juga berbeda, kemudian untuk yang dikomunitas itu seperti apa? 
EW : Iya setiap anak berbeda-beda, nah untuk yang dikelas karena anaknya beragam, ya 
kak tutor bagaimana caranya agar gaya anak yang berbeda ini dapat digabungkan 
belajar dengan satu metode yang bisa merangkul semua anak ini. kan ada anak yang 
sangat aktif, ada yang diem, ada yang konsentrasinya gampang hilang nah itu 
bagaimana cara tutor dengan metode atau tekniknya jadi semua anak bisa masuk. Nah 
jadikan nanti terlihat ada kelebihan dan kekurangannya seperti apa. 
QW : Nah katakanlah untuk anak berkebutuhan khusus, jika ada yang dikomunitas 
penanganannya dikelas seperti apa? 
EW : untuk anak berkebutuhan khusus ya, gini kak untuk SMP ini memang paling beragam 
ya anak-anaknya. Di SMP juga ada yang authis, nah untuk authis kita seleksi dulu kak 
seberapa sih tingkat keauthisannya. Untuk yang dikomunitas selama dia masih bisa 
mengikuti walaupun nanti biasanya kak tutor akan mendampingi terus ya. Gini 
maksudnya, kak tutor menerangkan seperti biasa dengan cara yang sama dengan anak-
anak yang lain, nah nanti untuk anak yang authis diterangkan kembali setelah 
menerangkan keseluruhan. Jadi dilihat keauthisannya seperti apa, kalau memang tidak 
bisa mengikuti yang lain ya kita DL kan atau belajar dirumah saja. Jadi karakter anak-
anak itu berbeda ada yang aktif sekali, ada yang pasif, ada yang konsentrasinya pendek 
jadi nanti bisa kakak lihat ketika observasi.  
QW : Faktor-faktor yang menyebabkan anak seperti itu, biasanya kan orang tua 
menceritakan ya kak, faktor anak seperti apa? 
EW : Justru disini orang tua baru mencari tahu anak saya itu seperti apa sih belajarnya, 
kok dia gak bisa disekolah formal, kok nilainya turun, kok sering gak masuk sekolah ya 
kak, nah itu nanti baru kita gali. Nah diobservasi tadi kemudian sharing jadi biar anak 
yang terbuka bukan saya yang mencari. 
QW : Untuk yang DL bagaimana kak komunikasinya dengan sini? 
EW : Untuk yang DL dari awal kita lansung konseling terus ya kak, pernah ada trial sekali. 
Nanti kita komunikasi terus dengan orang tua, kan juga ada pertumuan tiap semester 
atau tiap bulan untuk mengetahui perkembangan anak, jadi orang tua gak bisa terus 
lepas begitu saja ya. Nah orang tua juga harus aktif ya, nanti ada juga grafik 
perkembangan yang harus dilaporkan. Kalau ujian anak yang berada disekitar solo kita 
suruh datang kesini untuk ujian tapi kalau untuk yang luar kota kita bisa kirimkan 
soalnya seperti itu atau ikut ke cabang yang terdekat, nanti ada dari nilai portofolio 
juga. 
 
That interview ran well. The personnel manager gave the explanations clearly and 
enthusiastically. The interview for that topic finished at 09.30 am. 
 
Activities : Interview III 
Topic  : The Seventh grade students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 29 April 2016 
Time  : 09.15-10.00 am 
Place  : House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Miss Mimi (English Tutor) 
The researcher arrived in House three of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
approximately at 07.30 am. The researcher had to follow the seventh grade’s lesson that day. 
After that, the researcher prepared all of the utensils to support the interview with the seventh 
grade English tutor, such as notebook, black ink ballpoint, questions that has correlate with 
the topic and the tape recorder for a while waiting for the tutor closed the class. 
Here, the complete of the interview: 
QW  : Ceritakan bagaimana sih gaya belajar mereka, masing-masing ya? 
MM : Secara keseluruhan dulu ya, secara keseluruhan mereka tuh sebenarnya kalau untuk 
belajar bahasa Inggris seneng, fun karena kebanyakan memang sudah menyentuh ke 
kehidupan sehari-hari mereka kayak dari handphone, dari movie, dari game itu kan ada 
bahasa Inggrisnya. Sebenarnya kalau kayak dasar-dasar bahasa Inggrisnya untuk 
vocab sebenarnya saya tekanin kebanyakan saya gak ngasih jawaban kak kalau mereka 
tanya, menurut saya karena pengalaman dari sekolah itu gak akan ngefek kak, karena 
dia pasti akan tanya terus gak mikir. Maka saya selalu terapkan buka kamus, jadi 
mereka akan ingin satu mereka akan mikirin dua mereka akan ngetik tiga mereka akan 
baca jadi sudah berapa kali kata itu terulang walaupun tanpa mereka sadari. Jadi 
memang kalau untuk vocab memang mereka belum terlalu banyak tapi kalau untuk 
dasar-dasarnya beberapa sudah cukup bagus. Jadi kamus…kamus…kamus begitu, apa-
apa liat kamus dulu, kecuali untuk tadi kak kayak verb-ing itu mereka masih agak 
bingung saya kasih tau ini harus ganti gini, gini, gini. Seringnya sih kalau di saya itu eh 
berlatihnya sedikit, mereka ngerjain soal tapi sambil bercandaan soalnya kalau strein 
banget juga mereka susah kak, kecuali kalau minggu depan itu uts atau uas itu memang 
satu minggu itu saya digunain khusus satu pertemuan untuk kisi-kisi. Jadi saya kasih 
tau kisi-kisi, jadi itu soal apa yang akan muncul itu saya buatin disitu terus mereka 
kerjain. Jadi nomer satu misalkan prosedur, teks prosedur itu yang kayak gimana nanti 
soal yang akan muncul misalkan dipilihan ganda berarti kan di teks mereka jawab 
nanti dengan teks yang beda tapi nanti kan polanya sama. Kayak fills in the blank juga 
jadi saya contohkan disitu untuk belajar dirumah besoknya pas ngerjain bisa. Kalau 
untuk sehar-hari ngerjain soal tapi ya kayak tadi sambil bercandaan. Untuk Nessa 
sebenarnya bagus vocab juga lumayan, cuman kadang kurang fokus tapi sekarang 
bagus sih ada Inesta yang inesta itu serius dan nessa itu club sama inesta jadi bisa 
bantu nessa juga. Kalau yang bener-bener faham formula itu ines sama afim sama zaky. 
Zaky itu kalau boleh saya kasih rengking dikelas tujuh dia rengking satu tapi kan gak 
boleh ya kak. Untuk bahasa Inggris memang yang paling bagus zaky dia vocabnya 
bagus, formulanya bagus, tapi dia kurang di speaking, dia belum terlalu bisa, dari 
tulisannya kan juga sudah kelihatan tulisannya kecil-kecil, dia orangnya introvert. Dia 
gampang gugup gitu lho kak belum disuruh maju dia sudah gugup duluan gitu. Kalau 
nova vocabnya bagus, banyak tapi dia gak bisa bikin formula jadi kalau mengikutin 
formula dia gak bisa. 
QW : Tapi untuk speaking dia bagus kan? 
MM : Speaking bagus tapi kita telaah lagi untuk grammarnya gak bagus. Jadi memang 
untuk speaking yang penting kita ngerti. Kalau untuk misalkan we talk abaout 
something in front of the class usually apa ya kak ngluarin apa aja yang ada dipikiran 
dia aja. Dia imitate dari film-film yang dia tonton.  Jadi kata-kata yang dia keluarin 
diadobsi dari film-film sebenarnya itu bagus tapi untuk mengerjakan soal kayak masih 
banyak miss nya. Kan sebenarnya tujuan kita bahasa Inggris itu untuk bisa memahami 
sesuatu yang berbau bahasa Inggris dan juga mengerjakan soal jadi point nya 50-50. 
Jadi saya juga gak langsung nilai bagus karena speakingnya bagus atau nilai jelek 
karena grammarnya jelek tapi memang dirata-rata. 
QW : Kalau untuk Alan? 
MM : Kalau Alan, dia sebenernya bisa kak. Dia formulanya bagus, vocabnya juga bagus 
tapi fokusnya itu masih kurang banget kak.  Vocabnya bagus, formulanya bagus kadang 
saya jelaskan satu kali dia udah ngerti tapi itu tadi kadang dia gak fokus. 
QW : Anaknya pendiem ya kak? 
MM : Pendiem karena memang kalau jarang diajak komunikasi dia pendiem. Dia gak 
inisiaif tapi kalau kita tanya dia akan jawab dan bisa. Saya liat Alan itu dari semester 
pertama emang dia bisa tapi dia telatan dia gak fokus kak, ngerjain apa-apa malah 
mainan hp. Sebenarnya kalau mau ‘lan kerjain ini’ dia ngerjain bisa bagus dan runtut. 
Dan dia kreatif kayak tadi untuk beberapa katanya dia itu bahkan temen-temenya itu 
mesti gak kepikiran untuk bikin kata-kat itu. Dia itu kreatif, vocabnya banyak banget 
kak kalau boleh saya bilang dia itu menguasai vocab kedua setelah zaky. 
QW : Kalau untuk reading, pada suka gak? 
MM : Reading pelajaran kan? Kalau readingnya kita sambil translating gitu, mereka baca 
suka tapi untuk pemahaman agak susah. Nova baca suka memahami mungkin bisa tapi 
dia banyak malu-malu kak.  
QW : Oh dia malah malu-malu? 
MM : untuk speaking which is diluar pelajaran tapi kalau didalam pelajaran dia merasa 
bahwa ditunjuk dia akan malau-malu. Tapi kalau misalkan cuman kita ngobrol biasa 
kayak gini dia bisa kak, jadi bagus. Sebenarnya kesan pertama ketika ketemu nova, 
nova itu bagus tapi untuk dalam pembelajaran itu emang agak susah untuk 
membedakan ya soalnya gini, nova itu bagus karena sudah les di English First, kedua 
dia banyak nonton film-film luar, lagu-lagu luar juga dia suka. Nah dari kesukaannya 
itu kadang dia gak bisa membedakan mana yang real mana yang not real.  Jadi pas 
ngerjain kadang suka salah, dia bilang waktu di simple present ‘dia mengambil buku’ 
kayak gitu dia ngambilnya ‘taking’ karena setaunya dia mengambil kemudian biar 
kedengarannya bagus  itu tambah ‘–ing’ gitu lho kak. Jadikan harusnya ‘she takes’ gitu 
dia jadinya ‘she taking’. Dan kalau untuk ‘to be’ dia sering lupa. Ini to be nya apa nov, 
lupa. Tapi bisa, dia speakingnya bagus untuk ngobrol sama orang bagus.  Nah, jadi 
memang untuk nova saya juga selalu tekanin ini formulanya gimana ini formulanya 
gimana soalnya sebenarnya dia itu udah punya modal cukup gitu lho kak lebih dari 
temen-temenya untuk bisa dapet nilai bagus tapi keseriusannya masih kurang. 
QW : Kalau Afim? 
MM : Kalau Afim, Afim itu aktif, dia itu paling aktif jadi disuruh bikin apa, bikin apa, bikin 
apa dia kerjain habis itu udah. Afim itu emang…dia juga salah satu pendongkrak kelas 
tujuh dimana kelas tujuh bisa lumayan menonjol dari kelas lain. Dia walaupun anaknya 
bukan nakal ya kak, maksudnya pikirannya terbagi banyak tapi dia masih peduli sama 
pelajaran. Dan dia memang bener walaupun tidak dikumpulin tapi dia tetep ngerjain, 
temen-temenya cuma nulis dia tetep ngerjain. Kalau Afim bagus. Mungkin yang agak 
kurang cuma di Mariyam. 
QW : Oh ya Mariyam, bagaimana kak? 
MM : Kalau Mariyam itu speakingnya bagus kak dia bisa tau beberapa hal, coba saja di 
interview dia di interview pakai bahasa Inggris dia bisa. Nulisnya yang kurang, kayak 
misalkan ‘my name is mariyam’ dia akan nulis ‘MAI NEM’ kayak gitu kurang 
dinulisnya aja. Sebenernya kalau mariyam cuma itu jadi kelemahannya cuma 
dinulisnya kak. Terus kalau ditanya suka malu-malu. 
QW : Terus kalau ngerjain emang paling lambat? 
MM : Iya, kalau dulu pasti tak tinggal terus kak.  
QW : Kalau ini kak, terus faktor dari si anak kak pada saat belajar? 
MM : Yang menghambat atau mendukung? 
QW : Keduanya kak. 
MM : Yang menghambat sih suasana mungkin kalau ada yang terlambat jadi buyar. Kalau 
ada keributan fokus hilang. Kalau dari ruang kelas juga gak panas-panas banget. 
Lampu bagus. Untuk ruang sudah cukup bagus. 
QW : Nah untuk sosialnya kak, diskusi dikelas seperti itu? 
MM :  Diskusi di kelas, nah itu pasti harus ada pemantiknya dikelompok itu. Misalkan 
supaya Alan sama Zaky bisa ngomong banyak dikasih Afim. Kalau masalah ngerjain-
ngerjain itu Nessa, kalau speaking Nova. Dia ngomongnya itu pinter tapi banyak 
salahnya. Dia bisa kok misalkan dia suka cerita sesuatu tapi waktunya yang kurang 
tepat. Dia sering nambah-nambah topik gitu lho kak.  
QW : Kalau itu dari segi psikologi atau fisikalnya ada gak yang menghambat? 
MM : Paling untuk nova ya itu masih bercampur suka bikin yang neko-neko gitu lho kak, 
khayalnya tinggi. Kalau Ines dan Nessa emang harus agak keras suaranya. Kalau sama 
Zaky harus bener-bener ditanyain, memang dia pendiem. Dia kalau ngobrol sama Afim, 
takut salah kak soalnya dulu pernah ada kasus pas dia salah dibentak gurunya jadi 
masih kebawa sampai kesini. 
QW : Faktor yang mendukung? 
MM : Apa ya suasana…saya mencoba pendekatan personal dulu kayak ngadain acara 
diluar kelas, atau kalau ada yang nilai delapan kita makan bareng atau nonton bareng 
walaupun diluar konteks pembelajaran ya. Sebenarnya pendidikan di homeschooling itu 
anak sekolah rasanya kayak dirumah kayak belajar sama kakaknya. Terus kalau ada 
tugas saya kasih tau cuma satu orang jadi nanti mereka akan saling ngasih tau 
menjarkom lah istilahnya. Supaya mereka itu belajar sosialnya, kepedulian antar 
mereka biar ada.  
QW: Dengan banyak karakter bagaimana cara kakak mengajarnya? 
MM : Diawal kasih tau tugasnya apa biarkan mereka ngerjain dulu. Saya kurang suka sih 
kalau saling koreksi temen gitu pada akhirnya sih semua saya kasih great job walaupun 
refisi berkali-kali. Tujuan homeschooling kan anak biar ngerti soal tapi gak ngerasa 
ditekan gitu lho kak. 
QW: Kalau untuk raport? 
MM : Disini kan raport ada nilai harian, sikap nilai ujian sama tugas mandiri dan portofolio 
itu dijadikan satu. Kalau disemester kemaren dia belum bisa sekarang dah berkembang 
berarti ada peningkatan. Kelas tujuh ini dibanding kelas-kelas lain lebih ‘aman’ dalam 
artian anak-anaknya itu welcome banget dengan tutor-tutor yang lain. Jadi kelas tujuh 
ini memang favorit kalau menurut saya. Kalau ada tugas mereka mengerjakan dengan 
rapi. 
QW : Ada gak yang males atau gak mau datang? 
MM : Oh yang sering gak masuk? Dulu Afim pernah, Afim itu sempet gak mau masuk 
sekolah. Sebenarnya dia punya sisi bagus kak, dia suka main drum dia drummer gitu, 
dia suka footsal, fotografi. Walaupun nilainya gak bagus banget tapi dia kita beri gelar 
‘student of the month’ jadi pemantik buat dia, jadi dia ngerasa sekolah itu memberi 
appresiasi buat dia terus dia mesti memberikan apa untuk sekolah. 
QW : Kalau boleh tau kenapa sih mereka memilih sekolah disini? 
MM : Ines dan Nessa memang kurang dalam pendengaran jadi kalau dikelas yang banyak 
pasti terganggu kak. Kalau Alan memang dari SD dia sudah disini. Kalau Mariyam 
mungkin karena nulisnya kak jadi kurang bisa mengikuti sekolah formal. Kalau Afim 
dia itu super aktif jadi banyak maunya gitu, kayak suka fotografi, footsal, traveling, 
suka drum cari sekolah yang dia lebih didenger. Kalau disekolah formalkan biasa aja 
kamu hebat kalau nilai kamu sepuluh kan gitu. Kalau Nova itu dari SD dah disini. 
Kalau Zaky ya karena itu dia ada trauma dengan sekolah formal. 
 
That interview ran well. The English tutor gave the explanations clearly and 
enthusiastically. The interview for that topic finished at 10.00 am. 
  
Activities : Interview IV 
Topic  : The eighth grade students’ English learning styles 
Date  : 26 April 2016 
Time  : 10.45-11.20 am 
Place  : House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Mr. Heru Suwignyo, S.Pd 
The researcher arrived in the House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
approximately at 09.00 am. The researcher had to follow the lesson in that day at eighth grade 
class, after that the researcher prepared all of the utensils to support the interview with the 
counselor of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, such as notebook, black ink 
ballpoint, questions that has correlate with the topic and the tape recorder for a while waiting 
for the tutor closed the class. 
Here, the complete of the interview: 
QW : Tell me about your students in this class, I mean their characteristics in learning? 
HS : Actually, in this class there are two students who follow in ‘komunitas’. They are 
David Riyadi and also Sheilma, but today Sheilma is absent and I don’t know why she 
doesn’t come here. About the characteristics, their styles how they will learn or to get 
information, to get knowledge, David is more I mean he likes to learn with colorful 
worksheet, he will do well but when I use just copy sometimes he doesn’t do the 
exercises.  The teacher always gives instruction beside him. Doing anything for David, 
the teacher should be…yah… giving instruction, to guide him. David likes reading 
book, I do not know why he likes, but he tries to read more. I think writing is expressive 
language for him, because by writing he can support his idea but he will not be able to 
write well if there is no picture. Mostly, he likes write comic, he draw picture by him, 
his imagination and he will write something about the picture. Without the picture, I 
think he will not be able to write like this (showing the David’s hand writing), but when 
write the sentences, this paragraph the teacher should guide one by one, one by one 
because he will write…hmm…something without divergent. But different with 
Sheilma, Sheilma likes writing, reading and also she has high imagination to 
write…yah…when we talk about text, she likes to write some fiction without picture. 
But with picture she also can do that. Sheilma, her style in learning not only visual but 
multiple she can do anything. But she can talk fluently, but she doesn’t have confidence. 
She doesn’t like to speak. But when you ask her, she will able to speak.  
QW : how about speak in front of class? 
HS : In front of class, about David, actually David can speak but he should imitate first. 
Imitate first and then he will repeat when I choose while laugh..hahaha, he will imitate. 
There should be any mirror. And when David…David likes to perform something. 
QW : How about Sheilma? 
HS : Sheilma can perform but we should force her to do that. In fact, David is also should 
be force but David is more flexible to do something but we know that David work, yah 
as you can see like that…good for him but david is the most diligent student here, I 
mean do not diligent but he come every day and yeah he likes to study and follow the 
activities in this school. He will absent when he is sick or his body not fit. But he is in 
good condition he will always come to this class. 
QW : and about the factor, there are a lot of factor that influence the learning style, as you 
know? I mean the factor of their learning style. 
HS : yah, the factor I don’t know, may be his habitual is like that. Why I give material why 
I teach like this, it from information I get from the institution and counselor. I get from 
information here, that David likes bla bla bla…so from the history his background 
David likes to talk by himself, he need to focus, so teacher must always in front of him 
and then ask him in order that he is in a line in doing work.   And then David likes to 
play games with his tablet, his gadget. So sometimes teacher should I think should make 
something for him.  
QW : So teacher should have a lot of methods? 
HS : Yah, as I know we should do some methods to do something, and I like why this 
school give allocation a week to practice, everything to make something whether  it is 
performance or like this (shows the task), yah good opportunity for us. David likes to do 
something, but he is difficult to do if he doesn’t know the instruction clearly. He will 
always ask ‘kak, what should I do?’ to make David work well teacher gives instruction 
with demonstrate like this. If I ask like ‘what you have seen before?’ of course David 
doesn’t and he should be given by simple work. 
QW : How about Sheilma? I want to know more about her. 
HS : Sheilma in fact, she can do anything everything well about many something like this, 
not only time but also idea. She will have a good…good arrangement. She is creative. 
Sheilma is more complex student in learning style but she tends to like reading and also 
writing. She doesn’t like speaking. 
QW : Pyschical activities? 
HS : psychical activity, write and write. In outdoor she can do that well. You know that in 
this school we have intra. In intra we have dance performance here and Sheilma follows 
this performance she can dance well. Multi talents also, I think sheilma is smart. Why 
she choose this school because something, she feels boring maybe. She should wake up 
early and have to come I don’t know. If she wants to come she will come. Sheilma’s 
background I get information from her father and her uncle that sheilma is ‘aneh’ in the 
first year when she was in Mts N 1 Surakarta, she came regulary, she felt boring and I 
don’t know why she like that. 
QW : She chooses this school by her self? 
HS : Yah, firstly her father was confused how to facilite Sheilma, so by some information 
he got I think he thought that homeschooling will be able to facilitate Sheilma. Sheilma 
needs to improve her ability her achievement study by her self. Sheilma likes to study. 
What I like from sheilma, she always trough everything tasks I give well. But if she 
doesn’t know she will ask. When I ask sheilma to talk and then I try to document, she 
always ask ‘kak heru, why kak heru like to record me?’ it indicate that she doesn’t like. 
But I try to document her, because David has been record so sheilma also record. When 
I ask sheilma to read a text, yah she does it fluently but we need to guide her to read text 
with good intonation.  
QW : Is there any factors that make failure in learning? 
MM : Of course we should differenciate why the factors make students’ failure in this class. 
Firstly, we know that the limitation of student coming. So like this, we try to do but 
when the student doesn’t come what should we do? And then the limitation of time 
allotment we know that English is, yah we call learning English in homeschooling kak 
seto solo is regulary give, but the duration is yah not much as in formal school. Only 
one meeting a week and then only seventy five minutes yah has to maximasize by the 
teacher. Yah I know the English teaching is I mean has been not maximasize but the 
rule…yah…but we as a teacher not only English not only Math we always open 
minded. We try to pyschology to give learning for our students. Sometimes, we send we 
give our task yah in social media. We can chat we can send picture or students gambler 
only with phone. And the factor, internal factor we call is highly come from internal 
students. If students have good motivation, high motivation to learn I think she or he 
will able to understand more. But if they didn’t have motivation or low motivation yah 
we cannot go for the next material. Two of these students in eighth class are different 
students, about motivation in also their IQ of course different. We can categorise 
Sheilma and David, Sheilma is always high motivation. David has high motivation to 
learn but yah management, he cannot manage himself well, but we as teacher should ‘yo 
vid you should like this’ bla..bla..bla. Yah, and for some reason David sometimes, yah 
we have ‘tugas mandiri’ every friday I will give individual task and students should do 
by them selves without any picture. 
QW : He can do it? 
HS : For Sheilma it is easy. For David, if David feels confuse and he will give up, 
sometimes he will run waiting for his father coming to pick up him and then he will go. 
When I look for ‘David, where are you?’ yah…so David will not able to finish his work 
if teacher does not instruct him.  
 
That interview ran well. The English tutor gave the explanations clearly and 
enthusiastically. The interview for that topic finished at 11.30 am. 
 
Activities : Interview V 
Topic  : The Ninth grade students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 2 May 2016 
Time  : 11.00-11.30 am 
Place  : House II of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Mrs. Nindi (English Tutor) 
The researcher arrived in the House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
approximately at 09.00 am. The researcher had to follow the lesson in that day at eighth grade 
class, after that the researcher prepared all of the utensils to support the interview with the 
counselor of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO”, such as notebook, black ink 
ballpoint, questions that has correlate with the topic and the tape recorder for a while waiting 
for the tutor. 
Here, the complete of the interview: 
QW : Nadia, Gaya belajarnya itu gimana sih kak? 
ND : Kalau Nadia itu dia…kalau bahasa Inggris itu kan ada bahasa Inggris aktif ada pasif, 
nah dia cenderung yang pasif. Jadi ketika dia diminta untuk ngerjain soal dengan 
tertentu dia bisa tapi ketika sendiri disuruh bikin kalimat itu dia lama. Kalau dia 
anaknya cenderung pendiem dia tenang, ketika fokus ya fokus jadi gak macem-macem 
gak mainan hp kalau belajar ya belajar. Bahasa jawanya, istilahnya dia terlalu saklek.  
QW : Faktornya kak, untuk nadia ada gak yang menghambat? 
ND : Kalau nadia itu penghambatnya justru dari nadia sendiri, dia kan orangnya pesimis. 
Takut, apa-apa takut karena dia basiknya pernah ada trauma dengan orang. Jadi Nadia 
kan DL nya ambil tutor cewek dan ketika lama gak ketemu dengan saya itu buat 
mecahin lagi itu perlu waktu lagi, meskipun misal semester 1 itu DL dengan saya 
kemudian saya cuti 3 bulan dan lanjut DL lagi dengan saya itu kan sebenernya sudah 
dibilang kenal ya tapi itu ketika dengan saya kaya mulai dari awal lagi kayak kikuk 
lagi. Bikin dia ketawa pun susah, jadi ketwa pu cuman sedikit. Jadi untuk ngobrol 
diluar pembelajaran itu harus saya dulu yang mulai. Saya kurang tau backgroundnya, 
kayak dia itu trauma dengan orang dengan laki-laki jadi dia maunya dengan yang 
cewek. 
QW : Faktor yang mendorong? 
ND : Karena dia emang dasarnya pinter ya. Jadi untuk penjelasan apapun dia nggak terlalu 
lama. Dia lebih suka jelasin sedikit banyak latihan itu lebih suka. Faktor pendukungnya 
ya cepet nyerepnya kemaunan dia tinggi. Kalau untuk saya datang terlambat, binsing 
ruangan panas dia gak terganggu.  
QW : Kalau social dengan teman? 
ND : Kalau ketika ujian kan dia harus disini ya dia disini. Mungkin sosialnya minim ya 
walaupun sama-sama kelas delapan ya. Ketika mengerjakan sudah ketika istirahat ya 
dia diem dikelas.  
QW : Kalau metod nya kak, untuk menghadapi Nadia seperti apa? 
ND : Kalau untuk nadia metode apa aja dia bisa. Meskipun dia pendiem ketika diajak main 
game dia mau, ketika audio-visual dia mau, ketika ceramah ya udah dia bisa. 
Sebenarnya gak ada kendala kok untuk metode variasi macam apa pun dia bakalan 
tetep ngikut. 
QW : Kalau menurut kakak cenderung yang mana kalau Nadia itu? 
ND : Dia lebih suka…ini…kita ceramah sedikit dia mengerjakan jadi banyak yang dia aktif 
mengerjakan soal tapi dengan catatan soal yang gak bikin kalimat bikin paragraf tanpa 
arahan, jadi ketika bikin kalimat pun diminta Nadia ‘Nadia ayo bikin kalimat’ itu dia 
diem. 
QW : Kalau untuk grammar? 
ND : Kalau untuk grammar dia bisa tapi untuk ide ‘aku mau nulis ini’ itu dia takut, kurang 
‘PD’, jadi harus di…ini dulu. Kalau untuk betulin grammar dia bisa jadi salahnya 
dimana itu dia tau. Untuk fiil in the blank dia bisa. Pokoknya jangan diminta untuk buat 
kalimat nah itu kan menulisnya yang, inisiatifnya yang kurang. Kalau secara grammar 
sudah baik. Ketika menulis pun dan ide kita masukan dia bisa menuangkan itu dalam 
bahasa Inggris dalam tata bahasa yang bener cuman karena dia kurang berani untuk, 
takut salah takut ini seperti itu. 
QW : Untuk aktifitas fisik kak?Permainan fisik atau game gitu. 
ND : Nggak begitu, jadi game pun game lembar kerja berbentuk game ya. Kalau game hp 
pun juga mau, tapi untuk game secara fisik dia enggan. 
QW : Alasan kenapa dia ngambil belajar dirumah? 
ND : Takut orang banyak atau gimana. Sebenernya sih secara fisik secara IQ dia gak ada 
kendala. 
QW : Terus untuk kelas sembilan kan ada delapan anak, bisa gak kakak certain satu-satu 
bagaimana karakternya? 
ND: Delapan anak, cowok semua. Kalau Abed itu dia kan…secara umur dia paling dewasa, 
jadi ketika dia lagi kenak dewasanya istilahnya dia bisa. Ngepake ‘iya ya kak aku tau’ 
itu dia bisa tapi kadang ketika sak karepe dewe ya dia keluar kelas semaunya sendiri.  
QW : Untuk materi bahasa Inggrisnya? 
ND : Kalau untuk materi dia ketika mengerjakan itu selalu paling terakhir tapi meskipun 
saya keluar kelas dia pada intinya tetep mengumpulkan itu. Jadi kan rumah nya sana 
ya, itu ketika aku gak ngajar lagi pelajaran udah selesai tugas yang lain sudah 
dikumpulkan dia belum, dia bakal nerusin atau ngumpulin itu siangnya atau besoknya 
tapi dia tetep konsisten, tanggung jawab untuk ngumpulin itu. Dan untuk 
kemampuan…karena dia dulu SD nya pernah trauma dengan yang namanya bahasa 
Inggris, jadi dia sempet gak mau sekolah beberapa tahun karena yang namanya 
pelajaran bahasa Inggris itu, mungkin takut gurunya. Mungkin ya anak SD digituin. 
Jadi secara otomatis kan karena dia udah gak suka duluan, meskipun dia suka dengan 
tutornya tapi dengan mapelnya itu dia…dia lebih suka bahasa Inggris cepak google 
translate. Ya gitu semuanya dikerjain pakai google translate. Tapi kalau secara cerita 
itu dia suka, difacebook suka ngobrol dengan orang luar tapi ya tetep pakai google 
translate. 
QW : Untuk menulisnya? Kayak mengarang gitu. 
ND : Kalau grammar sama sekali dia gak menguasai jadi ya apa yang ada di google 
translate ya itu dia bakal nulis. 
QW : Untuk faktornya kak? 
ND : Dia sedikit saja kenak gangguan buyar. Kadang dari dianya sendiri yang rasa 
isengnya muncul itu bisa mbubarin kelas maksudnya semuanya jadi buyar karena dia 
atau dia kesenggol sedikit misalkan, keiseng sedikit temennya nglucu sedikit dia 
bakalan buyar semuanya. Konsentrasinya kurang, pengaruh dengan temannya. 
Temanya sedikit ‘tek’ gitu aja dia terpengaruh. Kalau ada yang nglucu atau ngomong 
apa gitu dia bakal nyambung. 
QW : Terus kalau Yonky? 
ND : Yonky itu dia memang kemampuan akademisnya kalau dibikin rangking ya itu dia 
paling bawah. Tapi untuk kemauannya dia itu tinggi, jadi tapi gini mbak selalu dengan 
pendampingan, pengarahan. Jadi ketika mengerjakan soal grammar ya dia harus 
didampingin urutannya gini-gini. Untuk satu nomer, nomer selanjutnya ketika dia 
dilepas dia akan salah, tapi ketika didampingi dia mau dan konsisten. Jadinya kan itu 
harus ekstra gitu lho. 
QW : Kalau kakak aja perlu bantuan tutor atau gak? 
ND : Iya kadang tak tinggal, kadang Yonky ya gitu lah…gimana ya soalnya kalau dilepas 
dia bakalan gak bisa ngerjain apa-apa. Bahkan untuk tugas yang sederhana pun dia 
bakalan butuh instruksi berulang-ulang, jadi misalkan tuliskan politeness disekolah itu 
kan gampang banget, sikap polite disekolah itu apa aja. Itu kan dia bisa nalarnya dia 
sendiri seharusnya dia bisa kan, tinggal kalau bahasa Inggrisin boleh pakai google 
translate. Emangkan aku mengijinkan mereka karena kalau diminta untuk bawa kamus 
itu gak akan jalan kan. Itu dia harus berulang-ulang terus diberi contoh sampai 
temennya sampai gregetan, itu dia baru ngeh dan itu pun harus pendampingan jika 
dilepas lagi salah lagi.  
QW : Untuk kelebihannya, ada gak untuk bahasa Inggris? 
ND : Kalau kelebihannya dari faktor karakternya dia. Dia itu justru malah tanggung jawab 
untuk ‘ni aku ngerjain ini, ni aku harus selesai’ itu dia ada. Jadi ketika yang lainnya 
mungkin apalah mainan, apa asyik sendiri, ngobrol. Ketika dia ‘Yonk ayo dikerjain’ itu 
dia langsung ngerjain tapi kalau temennya kan kadang susah dikasih tau. 
QW : Keinginan belajarnya kuat. 
ND : Kalau sebenernya keinginan belajarnya kuat cuman karena dari faktor 
kemampuannya yang memang gak bisa sama dengan temen-temennya jadinya dia harus 
pendampingan. Ketika didampingi ya dia bisa, kadang sih saking judeknya ya diulang-
ulang kok gak bisa anak ini kan kita gregetan. Ya meskipun dimarahin kayak apa ya dia 
gak bakalan dendam, dia gak bakalan merasa ‘aku dimarahin ya udah aku gak mau 
ngerjain’ itu gak, jadi kita mau stress apapun mau kita selembut apapun dia tetep ‘ya 
udah lanjut, lancar lanjut’. 
QW : Tapi untuk nilai raport? 
ND : Untuk nilai raport ya ketika tes kan gak mungkin ada pendampingan. Jadi dia nilai 
bagus itu karena kesehariannya dia sikap dia, ketika diterangkan walaupun ndomblong 
atau ngalamun atau apa ketika ditanya ‘paham yon’, ‘paham’. Ketika disuruh ngerjain 
dia usahanya tu justru lebih kelihatan dari pada yang lain. Makanya, ketika aku gak 
nanya aku diem aja gitu dia bakal nanya ‘kak ini gimana’ kalau yang lain kan ya udah, 
gak bisa ya udah, harus tutornya yang aktif. Jadi yang menghambat ya perlu 
pendampingan itu tadi, yang mendukung ya motivasinya yang tinggi gitu. 
ND : Kemudian untuk Verrel ya? 
QW : Iya Verrel 
ND : Verel itu kita masih misterius sama ni anak soalnya dari kelas tujuh itu dia paling 
pinter. Dulu kelas tujuh itu kan hanya ada empat, Abed, Yonky, Verrel dan Majid. Dia 
itu yang paling pinter tapi sekarang dia itu kemampuannya sedikit diatas Yonky. Jadi 
ketika diberi instruksi dia kaya gak fokus gitu lho, jadi ketika diterang gak fokus. 
QW : Apa kira-kira faktor yang menyebabkan itu? 
ND : Nah itu juga yang masih belum tau, atau karena…jangan-jangan sih karena dia ada 
bisnis baru, dia ada bisnis kafe. 
QW : Oh kayak Yonky? 
ND : Ya, Kalau Yonky punya pabrik plastik yang sudah dikontrak dengan lebel ternama 
begitu. Mungkin karena itu Verrel jadi ketika dikelas itu kayak gimana ya nyangkut-
nyangkut gak gitu lho ketika diajak ngomong. 
QW : Tapi sebenarnya bisa? 
ND : Eh kalau…biasanya ya harus…karena kebiasaan nganggep anak ini pinter ya ternyata 
setelah dilepas coba tak lepas dan aku masih nganggep dia Verrel yang dulu ketika 
tak…tugas selesai tapi ketika diserahkan ke saya itu gak sesuai sama harapan. Ketika 
diterangin ini dia paham itu beda jadi dia ternyata gak paham. Terus untuk misal 
pertanyaan lisan gitu ya dia jawabnya lama banget. 
QW : Tapi sebenernya dulu gak gitu kan? 
ND : Nggak, dulu itu dia yang paling pinter. 
QW : Untuk spesifiknya kayak bahasa Inggrisnya, grammarnya atau apa gitu? 
ND : Kalau untuk skillnya menengah sih. Jadi gak terlalu yang aktif bahasa Inggris 
ngomong gitu juga gak tapi ketika diminta mengerjakan gitu dia sebenarnya bisa 
cuman kadang gak sesuai dengan rulenya. Kalau untuk Risang ya eh Hans…Hans itu 
dia yang paling tinggi skillnya dalam bahasa Inggris terutama ya. Jadi ketika tes itu dia 
salahnya paling pilihan ganda cuman dua dari dua puluh lima soal itu dia nilainya 
diatas delapan terus. 
QW : Tapi untuk bercerita gitu bisa? 
ND : Bisa, dia dua-duanya lisan dan tertulis itu dia bisa. Kemudian dia teliti juga jadi 
ketika saya misalkan salah itu dia langsung ngoreksi. Dan misalkan kemarin tes aku 
ngasih kunci ke dia karena aku ngerjain dikantin otomatis berisik banget saya serahin 
ke Hans dia ngoreksi sendiri ‘kak ini gak ini ta’ jadi dia mau ngikutin dengan saya itu 
‘ini gak ini ta kak jawabannya ini gini’ itu dia mau maksudnya dia bakalan…protes 
ketika aku salah menurut dia itu aku salah dia akan protes. Protesnya ya dengan cara 
baik-baik maksudnya yang gak marah, nah itu dia bisa ngoreksi itu. Gak ada kendala 
grammar kecuali dia faktor external nya ngantuk…eh ngantuk itu external pa internal 
ya, ngantuk. Itu ketika dia ngantuk itu bener-bener dia gak fokus. Tapi kalau untuk 
gangguan sebenernya gak ada mau temennya berisik, mau kelas ada apa itu dia gak 
ngefek cuman kelemahannya dia itu jangan sampai ngantuk, kalau dia sudah mulai 
ngantuk itu dia gak fokus bener-bener ngerjain apa itu. 
QW : Tapi anaknya aktif? 
ND : Aktif, meskipun ngerjain sambil disambi gitu ya dia bisa konsisten, jadi kadang dia itu 
nyambi game. ‘Ya udah lah kamu sambil game gak apa-apa kak Nindi ngajarin yang 
lain’ tapi dia konsisten sambil game tapi itu juga jalan dan bener. 
QW : Kalau untuk Risang? 
ND : Kalau untuk Risang itu backgroundnya…trauma dengan guru kemudian kelas tujuh 
dia pindah kesini tapi DL. Sewaktu DL itu dia diem banget anaknya, dia bakalan diem 
gak respon apapun, mau kita ngapain pokoknya dia diem. Tapi seiring dengan jalannya 
waktu ya kelas tujuh, delapan, sembilan, di kelas sembilan ini dia udah ikut komunitas 
sudah bisa membaur, sudah bisa istilahnya ketika aku diejek aku harus jawab apa gitu 
dia dah bisa. Dan untuk kemampuan bahasa Inggrisnya sedikit dibawah Hans cuman 
dia gak teliti. Dia suka lagu-lagu bahasa Inggris, nonton film bahasa Inggris itu dia 
suka, baca-baca…dia itu kan apa ya maniak gadget lah istilahnya, dia itu bisa. Jadi dia 
itu menguasai bahasa Inggris dari itu. Tapi ketika tes itu pernah gak ngerjain, tes itu 
kan ada tiga ya ada pilihan ganda, short essay dan essay. Dia pernah jeblok nilainya 
karena short essay lupa gak dikerjain semua lima nomer. Itu aku tahu sebenernya 
bukan kesalahan dia, sebenernya dia bisa cuman dia ceroboh, keburu-buru gitu lho. 
Anaknya kan memang yang penting aku cepet selesai udah, padahalkan sebenernya 
kalau dia lebih teliti bisa. Nilainya bagus tapi ya itu karena gak teliti, jadi ya kadang 
gitu. Kalau untuk motivasinya yak arena dia gadget itu ya merasa bahasa Ingrris itu 
dimana-mana dia perlu, motivasinya dari dirinya sendiri. Kalau untuk faktor 
penghambatnya ya dia bisa terganggu dengan temennya yang tiba-tiba nyletuk apa dia 
ikut padahalkan dulunya dia diem, malah terlalu respon. Jadi gak teliti itu tadi kan. 
QW : Terus untuk skillnya? 
ND : Untuk skillnya dia bisa dua-duanya, aktif pasif bisa. Oral dan written bisa.  
QW : Kemudian Abdul Majid? 
ND : Abdul Majid ini dia kalau datang sering telat, telat itu bisa setengah jam. Itu otomatis 
harus nerangin ulang kan dan kadang dia merasa karena dia telat sudah telat gak 
nanya ketika diancam ya udah kamu gak ngerjain tugas ya udah jangan harap…dia itu 
masih orientasi nilainya masih tinggi banget Majid itu, jadi ditakut-takuti dengan yang 
namanya nanti nilai mu jelek gitu dia bisa. Ketika diancam itu baru ‘kak ini disuruh 
apa ta?’ Untuk skill, skillnya dia sebenernya bagus sih bahasa Inggrisnya cuman 
grammarnya yang kurang. Kalau lisan saya belum pernah… 
QW : Materi lisan ada kan? 
ND : Ada sih tapi waktu itu dia gak masuk, jadinya aku belum pernah tau jadinya. Kan 
soalnya jarang untuk materi spoken itu. 
QW : Ada yang menghambat gak untuk Majid? 
ND : Dia itu apa ya kayak biang onarnya kelas itu dia, jadi dia nyletuk apa pun bakalan 
jadi rame. Istilahnya badutnya kelas ya, aktif banget. Terus kalau untuk yang Faqih itu 
males, dia anaknya males. Jadi sebenernya dia bisa tapi malesnya itu lho. Sering gak 
masuk, sering telat kalau ya cuman dledar-dleder maksudnya harus bener-bener dipush 
dia baru…disuruh apa di baru konsentrasi. Cenderung pesimis ya, ‘wah aku gak bisa 
kak’ jadi harus dipush dulu. Untuk bahasa Inggrisnya sebenernya dia bisa, lisan tertulis 
itu dia bisa cuman lisannya yang agak kagok maksudnya gak terlalu lancar begitu. Dia 
tengah-tengah dikelas jadi kadang bagus kadang enggak.  
QW : Menulisnya juga bagus? 
ND : Grammarnya yang nggak tapi untuk kosa kata dia lumayan banyak. Ya cuman itu 
males. Untuk yang terakhir Jeffri itu kan dia baru ya…masuk itu baru bulan februari, 
akhir februari jadi dia baru beberapa kali. Baru beberapa kali aja masuk kelas 
ku…beberapa kali gak masuk sekalinya telat tu satu jam pelajaran, satu jam pelajaran 
tu tujuh puluh lima menit, jadi nya kan bisa bayangin sendiri ketika itu temen-temenya 
satu jam itu menerangkan sudah selesai, tugas sudah selesai misalkan game-game juga 
udah selesai itu kan istilahnya tinggal kesimpulan…tinggal closing lah ya jadi kadang 
tu dia gak kebagian. Sebenernya untuk kemampuan lisan dan menulisnya itu bagus 
cuman tata bahasa sekarepnya sendiri. Ketika diberi instruksi ya ngerjain, untuk nilai 
sama kayak Risang sebelas dua belas sama Risang. Jadi kalau dibikin grade itu 
berdasarkan kemampuan bahasa Inggrisnya: Hans nomer satu, Risang nomer dua, 
jeffri itu nomer tiga, selanjutnya Majid, Faqih, Verrel, Yonky, Abed itu. Verrel, Yonky, 
Abed itu jadi setara. 
QW : Untuk Jeffri itu tadi ada gak yang menghambat? 
ND : Dia sebenernya gak gampang terpancing, jadi cuman kadang kalau temennya nggoda, 
nglucu gitu ya dia nimpalnya cuman senyum karena dia kan masih yang gak terlalu 
yang baku ya disini eh yang disamakan, jadi dia malah ini ketika diberi tugas ya dia 
fokus mengerjakan cuman kadang kan dia gak kebagian jam tapi ketika tugas kalau 
Abed tadi misalkan dia gak selesai dia bakalan ngerjain endingnya bakalan ngumpulin, 
tapi kalau Jeffri gak, harus tak minta dulu kalau gak diminta ya gak ngumpulin. Kalau 
sosialnya gak terlalu ya kalau ngobrol ya ngobrol tapi secukupnya aja, lebih ke 
tutornya jadi bicara dengan tutornya. 
QW : Semua ini kalau dilihat langsung gaya belajarnya yang dominan dikelas ini apa? 
ND : Mereka itu lebih kevisual, lebih kevisual jadi kan memang mereka itu gamer jadi 
mereka tertarik dengan yang namanya segala hal yang visual. Jadi ketika cuman 
auditory aja dengerin aku ngomong itu bosen, lima menit udah bubar semuanya, tapi 
ketika nonton film atau apa itu mereka lebih tertarik. Pokoknya apa yang baru lah 
bahkan yang nggak apa ya…misal itu sama-sama teks cuman tak tulis tangan lah 
mereka tu lebih menghargai ketika teks itu tak salin lagi pakai tulisan tangan ku tak 
fotocopy tak kasihkan ke mereka daripada yang dari buku tak fotocopy langsung tak 
berikan ke mereka itu kayak mereka appriciatenya itu kurang. Ya mungkin apa karena 
dia pekewuh ini tulisan kakaknya mau di ini kan juga…kalau dari buku kan kesannya 
enak banget jadi tutor cuman ngopy tok gitu. 
 
That interview ran well. The English tutor gave the explanations clearly and 
enthusiastically. The interview for that topic finished at 11.30 am. 
 
Activities : Observation I 
Topic  : The students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 21th April 2016 
Time  : 09.00-11.00 am 
Place  : Student’s House 
Participant : Mr. Heru Suwignyo, S.Pd (English Tutor) and Afrizal 
The researcher arrived in Afrizal’s House at 09.15 am with the English tutor. His house 
is located at Karanganyar. The researcher prepared the tools to do the observation. Before the 
lesson was opened, the tutor introduced the researcher to Afrizal. Afrizal was so welcome to 
the researcher and permitted the researcher to observe him. 
In the opening the tutor reviewed in five minutes about the material at the last lesson. 
The material about comparisson degree was finished in the last lesson so that day was used to 
exercise and play game about comparisson degree. Firstly, the tutor explained how to play the 
game ‘ular tangga’. The tutor explained, if Afrizal failed in the game he should write a 
sentence that used comparison degree. Afrizal just silence and nod to confirm that he 
understood about the game.  As long as the time of studying, he was just in silence. When he 
failed he just smiled and made sentence that asked by the tutor directly. 
He is good in writing. His hand writing is in good order. He can write well without 
think in a long time. They played that game in several times, after that before to the next 
activity the tutor gave the researcher permission to talk to Afrizal. Then the researcher asked 
some questions, here the conversation: 
QW: Afrizal tinggal dengan siapa? 
AF: Saya tinggal dengan ibu saja. 
QW: Afrizal kalau setelah belajar atau pas waktu luang, ngapain biasanya? 
AF: Biasanya baca buku, buku ebook terus kadang main sama temen didepan rumah. 
QW: Kalau main, main apa? 
AF: Main sepak bola kadang ya dirumah. 
QW: Kalau belajar suka yang gimana? Main peran atau listening atau yang gimana? 
AF: Saya gak suka drama, saya suka dijelasin terus ngerjain. 
Then, the tutor continued the lesson with do some exercise sheet for Afrizal. That 
observation ran well. The lesson ran well without any disturbance from the researcher who 
did an observation of them. The lesson and observation finished at 11.00 am. 
 
Activities : Observation II 
Topic  : The students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 26th April 2016 
Time  : 09.00-10.15 am 
Place  : House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Mr. Heru Suwignyo, S.Pd (English Tutor) and David 
The researcher arrived at House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” in 
08.45 am. The researcher prepared the tools to do the observation. Before the lesson was 
opened, the tutor introduced the researcher to David. David was so welcome to the researcher 
and permitted the researcher to observe him. That day was practice day. Sheilma did not 
come, the tutor did not know why. The practice was about the last material ‘comparison 
degree’. David had to make proverb that has comparison degree. Actually, David had to make 
with Sheilma but was caused her did not come, so David had to make by him self.  
In fact, it was not easy for David to do that work. Instead, he talked to him self and then 
made a sounds by tapped the desk with his ballpoint. Then the tutor helped him to make the 
sentence, cut the alphabet and patched to the steroform. He could not do it by him self. That 
work took so long duration. Actually, after the lesson David’s schedule had to follow the 
‘intra’. He was so impatient because his work did not finish yet but the ‘intra’ had been 
started. He seemed so panic instead move here and there. The tutor remembered him to finish 
his work and said, “You have to finish it, for intra you can come late, that is no problem, just 
stay here and finish your work David”.  
At the end, he could finish his work by a hand of his tutor and hurried to go to intra. The 
tutor did not close the lesson yet but he just went away. That observation ran well. The lesson 
ran well without any disturbance from the researcher who did an observation of them. The 
lesson and observation finished at 10.15 am. 
 
Activities : Observation III 
Topic  : The students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 29th April 2016 
Time  : 07.30-08.45 am 
Place  : Balekambang Park 
Informant : Miss Mimi (English Tutor) and Seventh grade students 
The researcher arrived at House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” in 
08.45 am. The researcher prepared the tools to do the observation. The tutor opened the class 
and introduced the researcher about the observation. The seventh grade students was so 
welcome and permited the researcher to observe them. That day is practice day. The tutor 
invited the students to go to Balekambang Park for their practice that day.  
After arrived to Balekambang Park, they started to find a seat for them. The material 
was about present progressive sentence (v-ing). The students had to take a walk and noticed 
what the people do in surrounds of Balekambang Park. Then they had to write about it used 
present progressive sentence. For several students such as Nova, Ines, Nessa and Mariyam it 
was so interesting. The others such as Sarafim and Zaky just set down in a seat and noticed 
without move from the seat. There was student came late and went after to Balekambang 
Park, he is Alan. The tutor closed the lesson, filled the communication books and leaded pray. 
The students went home one by one and picked up their drivers. That observation ran well. 
The lesson ran well without any disturbance from the researcher who did an observation of 
them. The lesson and observation finished at 08.45 am. 
Activities : Observation IV 
Topic  : The students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 1st August 2016 
Time  : 07.30-08.10 am 
Place  : House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Mr. Heru (English Tutor) and Eighth grade students 
The researcher arrived at House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” in 
07.30 am. The researcher prepared the tools to do the observation. In opening, the tutor leaded 
to pray and ask the condition. The tutor introduced the material about asking repetition by 
playing video. In main material, the tutor started to explain and ask about the main point of 
the video. Then, started to explain the kinds of ask repetition. 
Sheilma was very interest with the video and the explaination of the tutor. When the 
tutor asked some questions she was more answer well than David. For David, he could answer 
that the questions was about fact vocabularies by remembering the concret words. He often 
repeated the words when the tutor explained the material like talked to him self. When asked 
to do something he instead asked again. 
Then, the tutor made mini role play that had to play by them about asking repetition 
material. For Sheilma, when she was asked did she understand in once, she said understand. 
For David, when his turn he instead play something by him self, he ran to the in front of 
school and came back with some leafs. Then said to the researcher, “sebenernya saya gak 
paham kak tapi saya paham, saya pura-pura paham kak”. The tutor had to repeat his 
explanation for David. The tutor helped David about what would he said in the role play. 
Even though like that, he could finish it well. That observation ran well. The lesson ran well 
without any disturbance from the researcher who did an observation of them. The lesson and 
observation finished at 08.10 am. 
 Activities : Observation V 
Topic  : The students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 2nd August 2016 
Time  : 07.30-08.10 am 
Place  : House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Participant : Mrs. Nindi (English Tutor) and Seventh grade students 
The researcher arrived at House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” in 
07.30 am. The researcher prepared the tools to do the observation. In opening, the tutor leaded 
to pray and ask the students’ condition. The tutor introduced the material about How to Admit 
and Deny. In main material, the tutor explained about the material. The students listened the 
tutor’s explanation well. After that they wrote the note that had been written by tutor in white 
board. Then the tutor gave a task to students for exercise.  
Nova, the tutor explained, she was quiet and noticed well. Then she made the note faster 
than the others. She often talked to her self. When did the task she could finish faster than the 
others but when it had been corrected, it has stilled a lot of mistakes. Zaky, he was so quiet 
and wrote the note without any noise. When he did the exercise often talked just with Sarafim. 
Even though he was not fast like Nova, almost all of his answers were right. He could answer 
the oral questions. Sarafim, he came late. When the tutor explained talked to him self. Then 
after that he asked the tutor to explain again. The tutor said that it was so wasting time. He 
could do the exercise well instead had some mistakes.  
Ines and Nessa, they noticed and listened the tutor explanation well. They made notice 
well. When Ines did the task, she asked Nessa to sit down near her. Ines and Nessa always do 
the exercise together. Mariyam, she talked too much than the others. When the tutor 
explained, sometimes she laughed at her self. She was slower to understand than the others. 
The tutor had to explain again for Mariyam. 
Alan, he came too late. He came almost fifteen minutes before the tutor closed the 
learning that day. He could not get any material because it was closing, praying and filling the 
communication books. That observation ran well. The lesson ran well without any disturbance 
from the researcher who did an observation of them. The lesson and observation finished at 
08.10 am. 
 
Activities : Observation VI 
Topic  : The students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 4th August 2016 
Time  : 10.15-11.00 am 
Place  : House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Mr. Heru (English Tutor) and Seventh grade class 
The researcher arrived at House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” in 
10.00 am. The researcher prepared the tools to do the observation. In opening, the tutor leaded 
to pray and ask the students’ condition. The tutor introduced the material about Making, 
Acepting and Declining Invitation. 
There were two students that uncoming, they were Sarafim and Alan. The tutor 
explained the material; the students listened and noticed the explanation well. That day, the 
class was little bit quiet because there was no Sarafim and Alan. The boy was just Zaky.  
Nova, she listened the explanation well. She often talked too much and the tutor had to 
warn her for her habitual. For task, she did it well. Ines and Nessa, they listened well. They set 
down near and did the task together. Mariyam, when the tutor asked about the material she 
just smiled and did not answer. She did the task by a hand of the other friends. 
Zaky, he listened the explanation well. When the tutor asked orally he could answer it 
well. He knew the material well than the others. Even he could anwer but his voice was not 
louder enough, he seemed unconfidence. His hand writing was so small. He did the task well. 
The tutor closed the learning, leaded for praying and filled the communication books. 
The lesson ran well without any disturbance from the researcher who did an observation of 
them. That observation ran well. The lesson and observation finished at 11.00 am. 
 
Activities : Observation VII 
Topic  : The students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 4th August 2016 
Time  : 11.00-11.40 am 
Place  : House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Mr. Heru (English Tutor) and Seventh grade students 
After the first lesson, they were break for a while. Then the tutor opened again to second 
lesson. That was practice for the material Making, Acepting and Declining Invitation. The 
tutor devided them into two groups. The first group was Ines, Nova and Mariyam. They could 
do it well. They discussed together and practiced the conversation about Making, Acepting 
and Declining Invitation together.  
The second group was Zaky and Nessa. They became so quiet and took a long duration 
to make a deal to work together. Zaky seemed so nervous to speak in front of class. Even 
though like that, they could do it together and did it well. All of them could past the exercise 
well. The tutor closed the learning, leaded for praying and filled the communication books. 
The lesson ran well without any disturbance from the researcher who did an observation of 
them. That observation ran well. The lesson and observation finished at 11.40 am. 
 
Activities : Observation VIII 
Topic  : The students’ characteristics in learning 
Date  : 5th August 2016 
Time  : 07.30-08.10 am 
Place  : House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” 
Informant : Mrs. Nindi (English Tutor) and Eighth grade students 
The researcher arrived at House III of “HOMESCHOOLING KAK SETO SOLO” in 
07.30 am. The researcher prepared the tools to do the observation. In opening, the tutor leaded 
to pray and ask the students’ condition. The tutor introduced the material about Warning and 
Notices. The tutor explained about the material by asked the student some picture about 
Warning and Notices. That day Sheilma did not come.  
For that day, David was quieter than the last. He could answer the orall questions well. 
It was caused by the words of the material often seemed in his daily life, in a street, in 
buildings, in hosipital and more. He liked the material. Moreover, the practice was drawing a 
picture about warning and notices. He could present his imagination well. he was very glad 
because he could finish it in a great job. 
The tutor closed the learning, leaded for praying and filled the communication books. 
The lesson ran well without any disturbance from the researcher who did an observation of 
them. That observation ran well. The lesson and observation finished at 08.10 am. 
 
